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6 English Abstract 
Full Name: Mohamed Adel Mahmoud Mohamed Ibrahim 
Title of the study: Signal Source Searching and Tracking via Antenna 
Array Beam Steering on Fixed Wing UAVs for 
Communication Link Enhancement. 
Major Field: Antennas and signal processing. 
 
Date of Degree: December 2012. 
Unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) have been given a lot of attention recently, 
because they proved to be very useful in a lot of applications in civil and in 
military sectors. These applications include, but not limited to remote 
sensing, surveillance, exploration, and search and rescue. 
In this work we present the design of a patch planar antenna array, which 
will be installed inside the wing structure of a hobby type mini-UAV. The 
array has the ability to steer its beam with two degrees of freedom in 
spherical space      . Two array configurations are considered for 
simulations to characterize their radiation pattern, half power beam width 
(HPBW), and their pointing gain. The maximum gain for the     array 
is       and for the     array is      . The array was fabricated and 
XVII 
 
tested. The S-parameters were measured to validate the isolation between 
adjacent elements. 
A beam steering algorithm based on measuring the received signal strength 
(RSS) is proposed to control the antenna beam and steer it to the maximum 
RSS in real time as the UAV is flying. The proposed elliptical Peeking (EP) 
algorithm is simulated and compared to a well-known intelligent 
optimization algorithm called the differential evolution (DE). A performance 
assessment is presented for two types of flight trajectories, smooth and 
turbulent. The EP algorithm showed better performance where it was able to 
close on the maximum RSS in       on average. 
A virtual UAV trajectory is created to be used in testing the performance of 
each algorithm. Two methods are used to create the trajectory. The first is 
based on random variables, and the second is based on a flight simulator. 
The second method has proved its validity and feasibility while the first 
method did not. 
A tracking routine is proposed to keep locking on the direction of the 
maximum received signal strength. Its performance is assessed in terms of 
signal degradation for two types of flight trajectories, smooth and turbulent. 
XVIII 
 
The EP algorithm was used to conduct a new search round every fixed time 
period. 
This work presents a system that integrates the search and tracking algorithm 
within an antenna beam steering based on received power levels to enhance 
the communication links of flying UAVs. 
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 ةـــــــالــــــص الرسـملخ 7
 يحًذ ػادل يحًٕد يحًذ اتشاْيى. الإعى:
انثحث ػٍ يصذس الإشاسج ٔ ذؼقثٓا تاعرخذاو شؼاع يٕخّ نًصفٕفح ْٕائياخ  ػُٕاٌ انشعانح:
 يثثرح ػهٗ طائشج تذٌٔ طياس يثثرح اندُاذ يٍ أخم ذحغيٍ الإذصال انلاعهكٗ.
 الإشاساخ.انٕٓائياخ ٔ يؼاندح  :انرخصص
 2012ديغًثش  ذاسيخ انرخشج:
لأَٓا أثثرد فؼانيرٓا فٗ كثيش  نقذ خزتد انطائشاخ تذٌٔ طياس كثيشاً يٍ الإْرًاو فٗ الآَٔح الأخيشج
يٍ انرطثيقاخ فٗ انقطاػاخ انًذَيح ٔ انؼغكشيح. ْزِ انرطثيقاخ ذشًم ٔ لا ذُحصش فٗ الإعرشؼاس 
 ػٍ تؼذ، انًشاقثح، الإعركشاف، ٔ انثحث ٔ الإَقار.
فٗ ْزا انؼًم انثحثٗ َقذو ذصًيى يصفٕفح ْٕائياخ يغطحح يطثٕػح. حيث عرشكة داخم خُاذ 
طياس يٍ انطشاص انصغيش انًغرخذو يٍ قثم انٕٓاج. انًصفٕفح نذيٓا انقذسج ػهٗ ذٕخيّ  طائشج تذٌٔ
شؼاػٓا فٗ انفشاؽ تذسخريٍ يٍ انحشيح. ذى إػرثاس شكهيٍ يٍ انًصفٕفح ٔ يحاكاذًٓا نذساعح انرٕصيغ 
انُغثٗ فٗ َقطح انرٕخيّ. أقصٗ كغة َغثٗ  الإشؼاػٗ، ػشض انشؼاع ػُذ َصف انقذسج، ٔ انكغة
. ذى صُغ انًصفٕفح ٔ إخرثاسْا      كاٌ     ٔ نهًصفٕفح       كاٌ     صفٕفح نهً
 ٍ انؼُاصش انًردأسج فٗ انًصفٕفح.فٗ انًؼًم ٔقياط ػٕايم الإَرشاس نهرأكذ يٍ انؼضل انكافٗ تي
ذى إقرشاذ خٕاسصو نرٕخيّ انشؼاع يؼرًذاً ػهٗ قياعاخ قٕج الإشاسج نهرحكى فٗ شؼاع انًصفٕفح ٔ 
إخرلاط ذى يحاكاج انخٕاسصو انًقرشذ ( خيّٓ لأقٕٖ إشاسج فٗ انٕقد انفؼهٗ أثُاء طيشاٌ انطائشج.ذٕ
خٕاسصو ركٗ يؼشٔف يغثقاً (انرطٕس انرفاضهٗ). ذى ذقذيى ) ٔ يقاسَح انُرائح تانُظش تانقطغ انُاقص
َغياتٗ ٔ انًغاس نهطائشج ٔ ًْا انًغاس الإدساعح نكفاءج انخٕاصييٍ يغرُذج ػهٗ َٕػيٍ يٍ انًغاساخ 
 XX
 
انًضطشب. خٕاسصو إخرلاط انُظش تانقطغ انُاقص قذ ذفٕق ػهٗ خٕاسصو انرطٕس انرفاضهٗ حيث 
 فقظ.      أَّ إعرطاع انؼثٕس ػهٗ يصذس الإشاسج فٗ 
ذى إعرخذاو طشيقراٌ لإَشاء يغاس إفرشاضٗ نهطائشج لإعرخذايّ فٗ ذقييى كفاءج انخٕاسيياخ. انطشيقح 
ػهٗ انًرغيشاخ انؼشٕائيح ٔ انطشيقح انثاَيح إػرًذخ ػهٗ يحاكٗ طيشاٌ. انطشيقح الأٔنٗ إػرًذخ 
 انثاَيح أثثرد صلاحيرٓا ػهٗ ػكظ انطشيقح الأٔنٗ.
ذى إقرشاذ أعهٕب ذؼقة يٍ أخم انحفاظ ػهٗ إذداِ انشؼاع دائًاً َحٕ أقٕٖ إشاسج تذٌٔ أٌ ذرأثش 
يى كفاءج أعهٕب انرؼقة يٍ حيث ذشاخغ قٕج الإشاسج ػًهيح انرٕخيّ تحشكح انطائشج ٔ يُأساذٓا. ذى ذقي
فٗ َٕػٗ انًغاساخ انًغرخذيح نهطائشج (الإَغياتٗ ٔ انًضطشب). ذى إعرخذاو خٕاسصو إخرلاط 
 انُظش تانقطغ انُاقص نرُفيز ػًهيح تحث كم يذج يحذدج.
يركايم يا تيٍ انثحث ٔ انرؼقة نلإشاساخ انلاعهكيح تاعرخذاو يصفٕفح ْٕائياخ ْزا انؼًم يقذو َظاو 
يؼرًذاً فقظ ػهٗ قياعاخ قٕج الإشاسج انٕاسدج نررحغيٍ خٕدج الإذصال تيٍ انطائشج ٔ يحطرٓا 
الأسضيح.
1 
 
1 Chapter 1: Introduction 
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have attracted a lot of attention recently due to their 
use in several applications in civil and military sectors. While military applications hold 
the biggest share of interests in UAVs; they are finding their own way into civil and 
scientific applications like exploration, mapping, search and rescue, remote sensing, and 
even entertainment. 
Since these vehicles are unmanned, they must have a degree of autonomy in performing 
their appointed tasks. However, even in fully automated vehicles it is preferred to have a 
direct access communication link to the vehicle in order to supervise its behavior, change 
its target, receive its sensory feedback, abort its mission, or perform any unplanned action 
in real time which in some cases is considered crucial. 
The real time communication between the vehicle and its controlling station is divided 
into two different links, the control link and the data link. The control link
1
 usually has a 
long operating range due to its relatively low frequency of operation, while the data link
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has a short range due to its higher frequency of operation (i.e. 2.45 GHz industrial 
scientific and medical -ISM- band) and it is used in transmitting sensory data to the 
ground station. 
Increasing the range of the data link can be achieved using an antenna array within the 
UAV. The array will generate more signal gain and thus increases the link range. If the 
antenna is embedded within the UAV structure the aerodynamic profile of the vehicle 
                                               
1 Control link: Uplink channel. 
2 Data link: Downlink channel. 
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will be improved, where it will reduce the drag force and will increase the battery life. 
Since the antenna will be installed inside the vehicle’s structure. This will improve the 
reliability and the life time of the antenna because it will be installed in a less hostile 
environment.  
Having a directed focused beam from the UAV will improve the communication link 
only if the beam is directed towards location of the ground station, and that is why 
localizing and tracking the signal of the ground station are needed. This localization can 
be achieved by using a global positioning system (GPS) receiver since everything is 
carried outdoors. However as far as system security and independence are concerned, the 
GPS signal can be easily jammed which will dramatically degrade the link stability and 
reliability. Also it is not always guaranteed that the direction of the ground station is the 
direction of the maximum received signal strength (RSS), especially if we are dealing 
with reflected signals when a direct line of sight (LOS) is unavailable. 
Radio signal source localization is always based on a developed algorithm which depends 
on one or more measurable signal parameters. The most common of these signal 
parameters are the angle of arrival (AOA), the time of arrival (TOA), the time difference 
of arrival (TDOA), and the RSS. Each one of these signal parameters has its own 
computation method and hardware requirements. This makes certain parameters suitable 
in some situations and unsuitable in others, thus we shall look into this issue based on the 
problem at hand.  
The search and tracking algorithm which will control the antenna beam might require 
large amount of computational resources, and in turn this will require a complex 
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hardware platform. Thus we tried to maintain the algorithm simple in terms of 
mathematical complexity. 
Some parameters in the proposed algorithm and the antenna array were set and simulated 
according to the specifications of some commercially available hardware and a specific 
commercially available UAV. Thus the algorithm must be tuned before using it on a 
different hardware platform and the antenna must be modified before mounting it on any 
other UAV. 
This work is composed mainly of three phases: 
1- Antenna array design and characterization. 
2- Search and track algorithm development based on RSS measurements. 
3- Integrating the system components and assessing the system overall performance in 
accomplishing the desired beam steering based on a flying UAV platform. 
1.1 Previous work 
In this section we will present a general overview of the previous works on the system 
level. Later within individual chapters we will present the previous works focusing on the 
topic addressed in the chapter.  
In this section our review includes the systems performing signal source localization and 
radio direction finding. The architecture of these systems depends greatly on their 
carrying platform. Different platforms include stationary ground, mobile ground, and 
flying platforms. We will focus in our review on the systems proposed for flying 
platforms (UAVs) only. 
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Research in UAV related applications both for military and civil use has covered a broad 
number of fields such as control, wireless communications, signal processing, and 
antenna design. 
Since more sophisticated UAVs are more autonomous, they have to be independent from 
direct control commands coming from an operator, hence path planning and standoff 
tracking becomes critical and it has been studied in a number of articles such as [1]–[3]. 
One of the most important uses of UAVs is visual inspection by which an operator can 
collect information about his surrounding area as well as use these video streams to feed 
an image processor in order to identify ground objects and track them [4]–[6]. In [7] the 
UAV trajectory was optimized for a ground target localization mission with the help of 
an image sensor. However, visual inspection limits the UAV range in which it can 
localize and track targets due to resolution constraints of image sensors as well as 
visibility constraints caused by weather. 
Another form of localization and tracking of targets is based upon electromagnetic 
signals. The work in [8] describes a technique to vary the stationary temporal window of 
the target in order to improve the tracking accuracy of the tracking filter which is fed by a 
direction of arrival (DOA) sensor [9], [10]; however, other signal sensing methods can be 
used such as angle of arrival (AOA) [11], and received signal strength (RSS) [12]. 
RSS based systems are capable of localizing and tracking targets indoors [12]–[14] as 
well as outdoors [12]; however, indoor problems get more attention because usually 
outdoor problems are easily solved by using a GPS receiver [15] which is incapable of 
operating accurately indoors due to poor signal reception. 
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For a UAV it has been proven that embedding an antenna array inside the UAV's 
structure is more efficient in terms of payload maximization and air drag minimization 
[16], [17]. This also will increase the battery life time. Since we are using an antenna 
array embedded in a UAV structure, it is possible to control the phases feeding the array 
in order to steer the beam towards the ground transmitter which will certainly improve 
the communication link between the UAV and the ground station. This will be discussed 
in more details in Chapter 3. 
Signal source tracking was tackled in [18] where they used a mono-pulse tracking 
technique to keep the beam pointing to the direction of the received signal, other tracking 
methods are used as well. Chapter 5 gives a deeper insight for these methods.  
Although tracking is a well tackled problem in the literature, all tracking algorithms must 
be provided with an initial estimate. This incorporates the necessity for a signal search 
algorithm to provide this initial estimate for the tracking filter. It is worth mentioning that 
the more accurate the initial estimate the better the tracking accuracy regardless of the 
type of the tracking Algorithm. Also any tracking filter must be constantly fed by a 
location measurement in order to keep track of its target. Huber [9] has some interesting 
insights about signal direction finding, however when it came to the hardware 
implementation he used a bulky radio direction finding (RDF) device which cannot be 
integrated in a small UAV. Figure ‎1.1 depicts this device. 
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Figure ‎1.1 An example of a dual-dipole type homing RDF unit [9]. 
 
In [19] Bayes inference was used to achieve better localization for a 121.5 MHz 
emergency locating transmitter (ELT), using a number of fixed receiving stations shown 
in Figure ‎1.2 and an RDF device operating in each station. This method of course relies 
on multiple fixed transmitter locations and will be practical for ground stations and not 
for a system with a flying UAV. 
Signal source searching can be based upon several types of signal measurements, we will 
incorporate only a received signal strength indicator (RSSI) for our signal searching and 
tracking in this work. It is worth mentioning that there is an emphasis in literature 
towards localization problems, and most of it is dedicated to localization in wireless 
sensor networks (WSN) [20] and wireless networks [21]. 
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Figure ‎1.2 Locations of stations in length (1981), the lines represent observations. The bearing at station 6 is 
used for sensitivity analysis only. The asterisk represents the target ELT [19]. 
 
1.2 Thesis organization 
The thesis is organized and presented in 7 chapters. In Chapter 1, we introduce the topic 
and conduct a general literature review by surveying the problem at the system level, and 
we state the thesis contributions. In Chapter 2, we formulate the problem in a structured 
organized manner and we describe our assumptions. In Chapter 3, the antenna array 
design and characterization by both simulations and measurements are presented. In 
Chapter 4, we present the procedures we went through in generating the virtual trajectory 
needed for testing our search algorithm. In Chapter 5, the search algorithm along with its 
simulation results are discussed. We also compare the obtained results from the proposed 
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algorithm with an evolutionary optimization method. In Chapter 6, we describe the 
tracking routine and present its performance results in simulation. In Chapter 7, the thesis 
is concluded and our vision for possible future work on the topic is presented. 
1.3 Thesis contributions 
The contributions of this work are: 
1) Designing a light weight patched planar antenna array to be embedded within the 
wing structure of a UAV that operates at         . 
2) Creating a virtual environment for testing the beam steering algorithm. 
3) Introducing an RSS beam steering algorithm (elliptical Peeking algorithm) to 
search for the signal source. 
4) Providing a performance comparison between the proposed search algorithm and 
a well-known evolutionary optimization algorithm. 
5) Developing a tracking routine based on the proposed elliptical Peeking algorithm. 
This routine doesn’t involve any tracking filters or any computationally complex 
procedures. 
A block diagram showing the system level components is shown in Figure ‎1.3. The 
shaded blocks represent the contributions of this work. 
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Figure ‎1.3 A Block diagram showing the whole system, the shaded blocks are the contributions of this work.  
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2 Chapter 2: Problem Formulation 
In this chapter we will describe the problem at hand in full details and we will present the 
assumptions. Also an overview of our methodology will be provided. These issues should 
be enough to provide the reader with the full picture about the problem. 
2.1 Problem Description 
For a given fixed wing UAV connected wirelessly to its ground control station, we are 
attempting to provide this UAV with the ability to search for the strongest signal coming 
from its ground station and track this signal as the UAV is in motion in order to provide a 
better communication link for data transmission, hence increasing the range of operation 
between the UAV and the ground station. Figure ‎2.1 shows a successful search case 
where the vehicle’s antenna beam is steered towards its ground station. 
 
Figure ‎2.1 a 3D computer generated model showing a flying UAV with its antenna beam is pointing towards the 
location of its ground station. 
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To be able to steer the beam towards the transmitting ground station the first task would 
be to search for the strongest signal which should be performed using the minimum 
amount of hardware and consuming minimal time with an acceptable level of accuracy. 
After the completing the search; estimated elevation and azimuth angles will point the 
beam towards the direction of the maximum RSS via a beam steering algorithm that will 
provide the appropriate phase excitations to the antenna array elements. After executing 
the search algorithm we would like to track the signal of the ground station, also using 
the minimum amount of hardware effort and with an acceptable level of accuracy to keep 
the beam directed towards the ground station. This will help in having a better 
communication link for data transmission. The vehicle will use a passive sensing 
procedure by measuring the RSS (received signal strength) for any given beam direction, 
and this shouldn't be confused with passive RADARs. 
Searching and tracking are used to keep the beam of the antenna array pointing towards 
the ground station. Thus a third task would be to design an embedded antenna array that 
can be steered towards the ground station according to the directions identified by the 
search and the track modules. A planar antenna array will be used to allow for better 
beam steering towards a specific azimuth and elevation angles. It is considered good 
enough in our case if the direction of the highest RSS is caught within the -3 dB footprint 
of out planar antenna array. Thus the -3 dB would be our target for the maximum 
allowable signal degradation due to beam misalignment.  
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2.2 Methodology 
In this work we will present an embedded antenna array within the UAV structure that is 
capable of tracking the location of the ground station with the aid of search and tracking 
algorithms for communication link enhancement.  
In order to model and simulate the various portions of this system we have to generate a 
virtual trajectory for the UAV and use it in testing our algorithms. Figure ‎2.2 shows the 
flow chart of our main procedures in the simulation process through which we will 
evaluate the algorithm and assess its accuracy. 
Flight Simulator
Virtual Trajectory 
Conditioning
RSSI
Algorithm
Best Signal 
Estimator
Radiation pattern 
generator
Results 
Comparison 
for algorithm 
evaluation
 
Figure ‎2.2 flow chart of the main procedures in the system simulation model. 
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In the flow chart shown in Figure ‎2.2, the simulation starts by piloting a virtual aircraft 
while generating a flight log containing all the aircraft position and attitude parameters, 
this is achieved by running an open source flight simulator. Then the virtual trajectory is 
interpolated and conditioned for matching the time step between successive RSS 
measurements which is     according to the typical time delay between successive RSS 
readings stated by the receiver’s specifications [22]. The algorithm conducts a series of 
RSS measurements which is why we need an RSSI module. In order for the RSSI to 
calculate its output, a signal propagation model is used which requires the value for the 
antenna gain. The antenna gain is calculated by the radiation pattern generator according 
to the vehicle position, the vehicle attitude, the ground station position, and the current 
steering angles given by the algorithm. The best signal estimator assumes a perfectly 
steered beam and calculates the strongest signal to be achieved according to the current 
situation of the vehicle. Then the results of the algorithm and the best signal estimator are 
compared where now the recorded difference in the RSS is only due to the misalignment 
between the beam produced by the algorithm and the direct line of sight between the 
vehicle and its base station. This simulation is repeated for a large number of different 
trajectories in order to assess the algorithm performance extensively. 
Each one of these blocks will be described in details in later chapters for a deeper 
understanding of how the simulation environment was created. 
2.3 Problem Assumptions 
In this work, several assumptions are used for both the environment and the UAV. These 
assumptions are: 
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1- Clear good weather (No rain, No sand storms, No elevated humidity levels). This 
is because any of these weather conditions requires a signal propagation model 
different from what we used in this work. 
2- Direct line of sight (LOS) between the vehicle and the ground station, even in 
case of signal reflection, the path of the maximum RSS will be searched and 
tracked. 
3- A stationary ground station with an isotropic radiator. 
4- The ground station in continuously transmitting wireless signals, so that RSS 
readings at the UAV will be available at any time.  
5- The proposed receiver is an XBee-pro ZB Module [22] whose specifications are: 
Receiver sensitivity:              
Transmit power:           
These assumptions are considered and used in the virtual trajectory generator and the 
search and tracking algorithm simulations as they represent the real constraints 
introduced by the hardware modules as well as the environment. The hardware modules 
of interest are the communication module (XBee), the UAV structure for antenna array 
design, and the computing hardware core.  
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3 Chapter 3: Embedded Antenna Array design 
3.1 Introduction 
Antenna design is one of the major factors that affect the performance of any wireless 
communication system. It is constrained by a number of factors that are not all related to 
its electromagnetic profile, such as mechanical size, weight, and cost.  
In our design of an antenna array for UAV wireless communication link enhancement, it 
is important to consider its effect on the aerodynamic profile of the UAV since the 
designed array is going to be installed on the body of a flying vehicle. One of the main 
reasons of embedding an antenna array within the structure of the UAV is to reduce its 
effects on the aerodynamic profile of the UAV. Another reason is to allow for an increase 
in the vehicle’s payload capability due to the reduced weight of the antenna structure 
when it becomes part of the structural components of the UAV. Antenna arrays maximize 
the gain in a certain direction for enhancing the received signal to noise ratio, hence 
enhancing the UAV's communication range. 
Our Objective in this chapter is to design a planar antenna array which can fit easily 
inside the wing of a small size UAV (mini-Telemaster [23]) and light enough to cope 
with its low payload capabilities. We optimized our design to work in the ISM frequency 
band, specifically at 2.45 GHz. 
3.2 Previous work 
Antennas are an essential component in any unmanned air system (UAS). There are a lot 
of choices to make when we are designing an antenna for a UAV. Some of the antenna 
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properties such as weight and size must be tuned to match the capabilities of the vehicle 
such as its payload and its structure. 
Embedding the antenna inside the wing structure is useful for both the antenna and the 
vehicle. Where for the antenna it will be installed in a less hostile environment which will 
improve its reliability and lifetime, and for the vehicle it will reduce its drag force due to 
air friction. This has been attempted by several previous works wherein [16] they 
designed a 4-element linear array operating at 2.4 GHz, and they implemented the array 
as a part of the mechanical structure of a small UAV. 
In [17], three different antenna types were studied, two of them were not parasitic, a slot 
antenna covered with a radome (radar dome) and a dipole antenna. The third one was a 
parasitic antenna. Since these antennas were single elements, they had static radiation 
patterns. Thus beam steering was not available in this work. 
In [24], a number of antenna elements were studied but their combinations were limited 
to single elements or linear arrays. Thus beam scanning was available with only one 
degree of freedom. This was also the case in [25]-[18]. 
In [26] a wide band planar array was developed that worked at X/Ku frequency band 
(9.2-10.4 GHz) which is way higher than our frequency of interest (ISM band, 2.45 
GHz). Antennas designed for a certain frequency band are not expected to radiate 
intentionally in other frequency bands. Also the planar array produced showed the ability 
to produce multiple beams, yet it had poor angular resolution compared to system 
presented in this work. 
In [27] a     microstrip patch planar array was developed and installed in a UAV to 
generate topographic maps for earth science. However the operating frequency was 
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1.2575 GHz with 80 MHz bandwidth and only azimuth scanning was available with a 
resolution of ±20˚ which is considered as a very low scanning resolution for our 
application. 
The antenna array designed in this work is accompanied by a digitally controlled feed 
network that will allow for more scanning resolution. Also, the number of elements can 
be adjusted to fit any small size UAV. It is light weight and easily manufactured with a 
very low cost. Moreover, it can be utilized by UAV designers to be a part of the 
mechanical structure due to the rigidity and flexibility of the FR-4 material used. This can 
be easily achieved by extending the dimensions of the FR-4 material without extending 
the ground plane or adding any extra radiating elements. Thus without affecting the 
radiation pattern, mechanical designers can have enough space for any mechanical 
attachments (Bolts, screws … etc.). On the other hand it is recommended to use glue or 
non-metallic mechanical links to attach the antenna in order to prevent any deformation 
in the radiation pattern. 
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3.3 Design 
In this section the design and implementation of a planar printed antenna array which will 
be embedded in the UAV wing structure is presented. Its gain and half power beam width 
versus the number of elements are investigated. The improvements in the system 
communication and range metrics are evaluated as well. A beam forming algorithm is 
used to control the beam heading direction with two degrees of freedom, where 
(        ) are the two angles used to steer the beam in a spherical coordinate system 
defined in Figure ‎3.1.  
 
Figure ‎3.1 UAV centered frame of reference. 
A simulation model is constructed using MATLAB [28], which will calculate the 
radiation pattern of the array based on the array geometry and the beam forming 
algorithm. The model and design of the basic printed element with the proposed array 
geometry (a printed rectangular patch) were simulated using HFSS [29]. HFSS is a full 
wave electromagnetic field solver that is used in industry and academia to design and 
model antenna structures. The results of the designed and simulated single patch were 
forwarded to the MATLAB [28]  code in order to get the total radiation pattern of the 
designed array according to equation (‎3.1) [30]: 
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                                                      (‎3.1) 
 
Where           is the array factor of the proposed geometrical structure as a function 
of θ and  in   . The array factor depends on the geometrical construction of the antenna 
array and is given by equations (‎3.2), (‎3.3), and (‎3.4) [30]: 
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Where 
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                        (‎3.4) 
 
Where   is the wave number,   and   are the number of elements in the   and   
directions, respectively,    and    are the inter-element distances in the   and   
directions, respectively, and    and    are the phase differences between neighboring 
elements in the   and   directions respectively. The beam steering algorithm determines 
the steering angles    and    and accordingly the phase differences (         ) are 
calculated using equations (‎3.5) and (‎3.6). Note that equation (‎3.1) covers the complete 
(   ) plane for a certain    and  . 
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Table ‎3.1 Design parameters for a 2x7 antenna array 
Parameter Value Units 
Antenna parameters 
Substrate width 66 mm 
Substrate length 58 mm 
Patch width 36 mm 
Patch length 28 mm 
Substrate εr 4.4 unit less 
Thickness of metal layer 36 µm 
Thickness of substrate 0.8 mm 
inter element spacing dx  30 mm 
inter element spacing dy 30 mm 
Frequency 2.45 GHz 
Mini-telemaster UAV [1] 
Usable single wing length 500 mm 
Usable single wing width 155 mm 
Usable Fuselage length 650 mm 
XBee Pro Module [2] 
Transmit power 10 dBm 
Receiver sensitivity -102 dBm 
 
The designed antenna array took into account the size of the wing of the mini-Telemaster 
UAV. A thin commercial FR-4 material was used. All parameters used in the design and 
simulations are reported in  
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Table ‎3.1 for the antenna array, the UAV, and the transceiver. 
Figure ‎3.2 shows the rectangular structure of the planar     printed antenna array of 
patch elements. The beam is steered in a certain (  ,  ) direction by changing the 
progressive phase shifts according to equations (‎3.5) and (‎3.6) [30]. 
                        (‎3.5) 
                        (‎3.6) 
   
 
Figure ‎3.2 Designed planar 2×7 antenna array (all dimensions are in mm). 
By evaluating the increase in the antenna gain, we will be able to calculate the increase in 
the communication range given the sensitivity level, and the transmit power of the XBee 
module [22] to be used at the ground station and onboard the UAV. 
3.4 Simulations 
In this section we will present the simulations performed to characterize the antenna array 
and explore its properties. For any antenna array there must be a feed network with 
enough output ports to feed all the elements in the array. Due to the limited number of 
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output ports in RF feed networks that are currently available
3
, we reduced the number of 
elements in our M×N array from 14 (2×7) to 12 (2×6) in the final hardware prototype. In 
this section we will show the analysis and characterization of both arrays; the 14 elements 
and the 12 elements. 
3.4.1 The 14 elements array 
In this work a single patch antenna was designed and modeled using HFSS [29], this 
patch element is shown in Figure ‎3.3 where its 3D gain pattern is shown in Figure ‎3.4. 
The maximum gain produced from this antenna was 2.5 dBi. The gain pattern as a 
function of   and   was saved in a file and called from the MATLAB code to process the 
array performance. This modeling method will yield better results than using the 
approximate formulas for patch antennas based on infinite ground plane structures that 
are usually given in antenna text books. 
 
Figure ‎3.3 The single patch created in the electromagnetic simulation tool (HFSS [29]) 
 
                                               
3 Another research group member has developed a 12 port power combiner RF circuit that will be used in 
combining signals from different elements. Thus, we had to reduce the number of antenna elements in the 
planar array from 14 to 12. 
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Figure ‎3.4 Radiation pattern of the single patch element at 2.45 GHz. 
To check the resonant frequency of the patch element, the return loss (S11) is plotted in 
the frequency domain. This is shown in Figure ‎3.5 where the minimum return loss is 
almost at 2.45 GHz indicating that the patch will resonate at that frequency, where the 
       bandwidth is      . 
 
Figure ‎3.5 Simulated return Loss (S11) Curve. 
The maximum number of patch antenna elements to be placed within a single wing of a 
mini-Telemaster UAV platform [23] is 14, arranged in a 2×7 grids as shown in 
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Figure ‎3.2. This is due to the limited wing space within this specific UAV model. The 
resulting 3D gain pattern of the 2×7 planar array is shown in Figure ‎3.6 and Figure ‎3.7. 
The array gain pattern was obtained using the array pattern multiplication principle stated 
in equation (‎3.1). It is evident that at the given steering angles (           ) the 
beam is narrow in the y direction (at      ) where the half power beam width 
(HPBW) is 16°, while it is wide in the x direction (at     ) where the HPBW is 49°.  
 
Figure ‎3.6 3D radiation pattern of the proposed 2×7 antenna array at              , where the circular 
axis represents  and the radial distance represents θ where at the center     , and at the edge       . 
 
X 
Y 
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Figure ‎3.7 A colored contour plot of the radiation pattern (in dB) of the proposed 2x7 antenna array at 
              , where the circular axis represents   and the radial distance represents θ where at the 
center     , and at the edge       . 
To analyze the effect of increasing the number of elements on the maximum gain, the 
number of elements ( ) was increased from 1 to 7 in 1 extra element each time in the y-
axis direction (i.e. 2 elements at a time). Figure ‎3.8 shows the maximum gain values 
obtained for a beam pointing at (          ), this is the direction at which 
(         ) are zeros. It is evident that adding more antenna array elements will give 
higher gain values. Note that the maximum Gain value is 24.3 dB which is higher than 
what was produced in [18]. This is due to the difference in the array geometry as well as 
the number of radiating elements in the array. 
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Figure ‎3.8 Maximum gain produced versus different number of elements in the y direction (N), with M=2. 
The gain increase obtained by increasing the antenna elements will directly affect the 
maximum range of data transfer for this UAV. With a receiver sensitivity of          
and a maximum transmitted power    of        (according to the international value for 
the rated transmitted power of the XBee module [22]), the maximum line of sight range 
can be calculated according to the standard path loss model stated in equation (‎3.7). 
 
         
   
 
 (‎3.7) 
Where "Pl" is the power losses in dB, "λ" is the wave length in meters and "R" is the line 
of sight (LOS) distance between the transmitter and the receiver in meters.  
First the effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) must be calculated according to 
equation (‎3.8), in which all the variables are resembled in dB except    in    .  
               (‎3.8) 
Where    is the transmitted power,    is the gain of the transmitting antenna which is 
assumed to be     , and    is the feeding cables losses in the transmitter which are also 
assumed to be     . Now to account for the maximum allowable LOS range   we must 
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consider the minimum allowable received power    which is determined by the receiver 
sensitivity (        ). Equation (‎3.9) can be used to calculate the received power   . 
               (‎3.9) 
Where    is the gain of the receiving antenna and it is substituted by the maximum 
gain achieved in the generated radiation pattern. This gain is always at (         ). 
This leaves us with only one unknown term in equation 5.5.9 which is a function of the 
LOS range  . By substituting    from equation (‎3.7) and re-arranging we get equation 
(‎3.10). 
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 (‎3.10) 
The results are shown in Figure ‎3.9 where it is clear that the transmission range has 
increased by almost 6 times when going from 2 elements to 14 elements. 
 
Figure ‎3.9 Maximum range (Km) Vs. Number of elements (N), where M=2. 
Another beam direction is investigated. The beam of the array is directed towards 
                 . The progressive phases (βx and βy) of the array elements 
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calculated according to equations (‎3.5) and (‎3.6) are shown in Table ‎3.2. The 2D 
radiation gain patterns for this beam direction are shown in Figure ‎3.10 and Figure ‎3.11. 
Figure ‎3.10 shows the elevation cut (θ cut) when the azimuth angle is fixed at 60°. 
Figure ‎3.11 shows the azimuth cut (  cut) when the elevation angle is fixed at    , the 
maximum gain obtained at this direction was        . This gives a maximum line of 
sight (LOS) range of approximately        . 
Table ‎3.2 Progressive phases for each element in the array when (  =45°,  =60°). 
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Phase 0° -63.6° -127.3° -190.9° -255.6° -318.2° -21.8° 
Element 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 
Phase -110.2° -173.9° -237.5° -301.1° -5.8° -68.4° -138.1° 
 
 
Figure ‎3.10 Radiation pattern at                                . 
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Figure ‎3.11 Radiation pattern at                                 . 
The effect of the number of antenna elements on the half power beam width (HPBW) of 
the array was investigated. It is clear that the beam width is inversely proportional to the 
number of elements and this is shown explicitly in Figure ‎3.12. The HPBW is plotted for 
the beam direction (           ) where the beam width is decreased by increasing 
N, reaching 20° at N=7 in the θ plane. The   plane HPBW is fixed at 45° since the 
number of elements in the   direction is fixed at 2 elements. This will also be the case for 
any other beam direction, with a difference in the value of the HPBW. The HPBW of the 
elevation cut will always be narrower. This is important for our application, as the 
directed beam from the wing of the UAV is to be as narrow as possible in the elevation 
plane to focus the radiation pattern towards the ground station. 
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Figure ‎3.12 HPBW measured from the z-axis at  (       ) along the θ axis, once at =0° and once at =90° 
Vs number of elements N, where the error margin is ±0.5°. 
 
Figure ‎3.13 HPBW at        Vs  , where the error margin is ±0.5°. 
To investigate the effect of the azimuth angle on the HPBW, θ was fixed and    was 
varied. In Figure ‎3.13 the beam is scanned along the   axis from 0 to 360 with       . 
The error margin in the HPBW results is due to the 1° resolution of gain values generated 
for the patch element by HFSS [29]. In other words the gain pattern provided by HFSS 
was generated by scanning the space with a 1° step in both directions (      ).  Notice 
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that the HPBW values are symmetric around (       ) which is due to the rectangular 
arrangement of the antenna elements. 
To fully characterize the HPBW, a simulation was done to generate the radiation patterns 
corresponding for all the values of       to 180° and for       to 360°, keeping in 
mind that it takes some time to produce one radiation pattern profile for a certain 
given         , therefore it was done with 5° steps for both beam steering angles in 
order to have a reasonable running time (nearly 22 hours on an intel core i7 machine 
running Microsoft Windows 7 and Matlab R2010a). 
The produced HPBW values for every given           is represented in two ways. The 
first is by calculating the solid angle (in deg
2
) bounding the gain values more than the  
      limit, this is shown in Figure ‎3.14 as a contour plot. The second is by calculating 
the angular range that includes these gain values, once in the   direction and once in the 
  direction, this is shown in Figure ‎3.15 and Figure ‎3.16 respectively as contour plots. It 
is worth mentioning that the minimum HPBW achieved on the   axis is 14˚ and on the   
axis is 25˚. 
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Figure ‎3.14 A colored contour plot of the HPBW values as a solid angle (deg2) for              and 
             . 
The minimum HPBW (  cut) regions exists for               and  
               on the    axis and for             and 
                on the    axis. The minimum HPBW (  cut) regions exists 
for             ,                and                 on the    axis 
and for               on the    axis. These regions identify the behavior of the 
array at different beam directions. 
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Figure ‎3.15 A colored contour plot of HPBW as an angular cut (deg) along the θ axis for              
and             . 
 
Figure ‎3.16 A colored contour plot of HPBW as an angular cut (deg) along the   axis for              
and             . 
Also to characterize the pointing gain produced at each steering angle, another contour 
plot is produced. This is shown in Figure ‎3.17, where the region of maximum pointing 
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gain is found in              on    axis and             on    axis. The 
maximum pointing gain produced is 24.3 dB, thus by using equation (‎3.10) we can 
deduce the best LOS operating range achievable to be is 63.65 Km. The region of 
minimum pointing gain is found in                on    axis and in         
      and                on    axis. The minimum pointing gain is 4 dB, thus by 
using equation (‎3.10) we can deduce the worst LOS operating range which is       . 
 
Figure ‎3.17 A colored contour plot showing the pointing beam gain produced at all possible steering 
angles        . 
3.4.2 The 12 elements array 
In this section we will present the simulation results for the 12 elements array. These 
results are generated using the same models for the previous 14 elements array. The only 
difference is the number of elements N where it is reduced from 7 to 6 due to limitations 
on the number of the output ports in the available feed network. Thus we have a 2×6 
instead of a 2×7 antenna array. 
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Figure ‎3.18 Planar 2×6 patch antenna array (all dimensions are in mm). 
The 3D gain pattern of the 2×6 planar array is shown in Figure ‎3.19 and Figure ‎3.20. The 
array gain pattern was obtained using the array pattern multiplication principle stated in 
equation (‎3.1). It is evident that at the given steering angles (           ) the beam 
is narrow in the y direction (at     ), while it is wide in the x direction (at    ). 
 
Figure ‎3.19 3D radiation pattern of the 2×6 antenna array at            , where the circular axis 
represents  and the radial distance represents θ where at the center     , and at the edge       . 
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Figure ‎3.20 A colored contour plot of the radiation pattern (in dB) of the 2x6 antenna array at 
               The circular axis represents   and the radial distance represents   where at the center 
    , and at the edge       . 
To fully characterize the HPBW, the simulation performed for the 14 elements array is 
also performed for the 12 elements array. 
Similarly the produced HPBW values for every given           is represented in two 
ways. The first is by calculating the solid angle (in deg
2
) bounding the gain values more 
than the       limit, this is shown in Figure ‎3.21 as a contour plot. The second is by 
calculating the angular range that includes these gain values, once in the   direction and 
once in the   direction, this is shown in Figure ‎3.22 and Figure ‎3.23 respectively as 
contour plots. It is worth mentioning that the minimum HPBW achieved on the   axis is 
18˚ and on the   axis is 32˚. Notice how the minimum values increased due to the 
decreased array size. 
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Figure ‎3.21 A colored contour plot of the HPBW values as a solid angle (deg2) for (            and 
              . 
The minimum HPBW (  cut) regions exists for               and  
               on the    axis and for             and 
                on the    axis. The minimum HPBW (  cut) regions exists 
for             ,                and                 on the    axis 
and for               on the    axis. These regions identify the behavior of the 
array at different beam directions. 
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Figure ‎3.22 A colored contour plot of HPBW as an angular cut (deg) along the   axis for              
and             . 
 
Figure ‎3.23 A colored contour plot of HPBW as an angular cut (deg) along the   axis for              
and             . 
Also to characterize the pointing gain produced at each steering angle, another contour 
plot is produced. This is shown in Figure ‎3.24, where the region of maximum pointing 
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gain is found in              on    axis and             on    axis. The 
maximum pointing gain produced is      . Notice that the maximum gain is reduced 
compared to the 14 element array due to the missing elements. Thus by using equation 
(‎3.10) we can deduce the best LOS operating range achievable to be is        . Notice 
the reduced range as well. The region of minimum pointing gain is found in       
         on    axis and in               and                on    axis. 
The minimum pointing gain is 4 dB, thus by using equation (‎3.10) we can deduce the 
worst LOS operating range which is       . 
 
Figure ‎3.24 A colored contour plot showing the maximum gain produced at each given steering angles          
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3.5 Measurements 
The 2×7 planar antenna array of patch elements shown in Figure ‎3.25 and Figure ‎3.26 
was fabricated and measured in the AMSDL (Antennas and microwave structures design 
lab) in the EE department at King Fahd University for Petroleum and Minerals 
(KFUPM). Figure ‎3.25 shows the top view of the fabricated array and Figure ‎3.26 shows 
the bottom view where the SMA connectors can be noticed clearly. 
 
Figure ‎3.25 The fabricated 2x7 planar antenna array (front side). 
 
Figure ‎3.26 The fabricated 2x7 planar antenna array (back side). 
The inter-element effects of the designed array were characterized and inspected. A series 
of measurements were made using a vector network analyzer (VNA), the one used in this 
work is an HP8510C.07.14. 
According to Figure ‎3.2 a number has been assigned to each element in the array, these 
numbers are then used in the S-parameters characterization in order to match between 
what was measured in the lab and what is shown in Figure ‎3.2. Figure ‎3.27 shows the 
measured reflection coefficients of the first   elements in the array. A minimum        
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band width of       was obtained. The measured resonant frequency was          
for all. Starting from Figure ‎3.28 to Figure ‎3.33 several mutual coupling curves between 
adjacent elements are shown. The worst coupling case obtained was      . This value 
will not affect the array performance, and using the pattern multiplication principle to get 
the total array pattern is valid. Note that for every self-reflection parameter measured 
there is a record in the title showing its       bandwidth. 
 
Figure ‎3.27 Measured reflection coefficient for elements 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. 
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Figure ‎3.28 Measured reflection coefficient between elements 1, and 2. 
 
Figure ‎3.29 Measured reflection coefficient between elements 1, and 13. 
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Figure ‎3.30 Measured reflection coefficient between elements 1, and 14. 
 
Figure ‎3.31 Measured reflection coefficient between elements 4, and 5. 
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Figure ‎3.32 Measured reflection coefficient between elements 5, and 6. 
 
Figure ‎3.33 Measured reflection coefficient between elements 5, and 10. 
The fabricated array is shown in Figure ‎3.34 after being installed in the wing structure of 
the mini-Telemaster [23] UAV. Another view of the installation is shown in Figure ‎3.35 
where the back side of the antenna is carrying the subminiature version A (SMA) 
connectors that will be used to connect the radiating elements to the output ports of the 
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feed network. The full structure of the mini-Telemaster setup is shown in Figure ‎3.36 
after attaching the antenna to the wing structure. 
 
Figure ‎3.34 The 2x6 array attached to the wing structure of the UAV (downside). 
 
Figure ‎3.35 The 2x6 array attached to the wing structure of the UAV (upside).  
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Figure ‎3.36 The Assembled UAV with the antenna array attached to the wing. 
3.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have presented the design and fabrication of two patch planar antenna 
arrays, one with 14 elements and the other with 12 elements. We characterized both 
arrays in terms of their radiation patterns, HPBW and pointing gain versus all possible 
steering angles (     ). 
We also presented the measured S-parameters to quantify the resonant frequency and the 
isolation between adjacent elements. The antenna array had a resonant frequency of 
         with minimum        bandwidth of       and the adjacent elements 
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coupling did not exceed      . We showed also the antenna array mounted inside the 
wing structure of the mini-Telemaster [23] UAV. 
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4 Chapter 4: UAV virtual Trajectory Generator 
In order to test the search algorithm that will provide (     ) to the beam forming 
algorithm to steer the beam, we must have a set of different UAV trajectories. These 
trajectories could be real vehicle position and orientation data collected from a real flight, 
or they can be a virtually generated from a computer simulation. In case of collecting real 
data this requires a ready to fly UAV equipped with a sophisticated inertial measurement 
unit (IMU) onboard and a well-trained pilot to fly the vehicle in order to collect a lot of 
trajectory data which will consume a lot of time. Since all of these requirements were not 
available to us, we decided to go the other way (generating a virtual trajectory). 
The virtual trajectory must be guaranteed to follow the same dynamic rules followed by a 
real vehicle. In order to be sure of this fact before using the trajectory in testing the search 
algorithm, a feasibility test must be performed on the generated trajectory. This test is 
performed using a well-known dynamic model [31]. This model is usually used to 
mathematically describe the motion of any general purpose UAV. The model and the 
process of using it in testing virtual trajectories are described in this chapter. 
4.1 Dynamic model of a UAV 
In this section we will introduce the common UAV dynamic model used for describing 
UAV trajectories in usual cases. According to [32] this model can be applied to this 
work. This model was also used by [31] in a UAV path planning application. It is 
described by equations (‎4.1) to (‎4.10).  
Table ‎4.1 shows the nomenclature used in the dynamic model. 
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Table ‎4.1 Dynamic model nomenclature 
CD 
Coefficient of drag,  
(a structural constant) 
FT Resultant force along the velocity vector 
CL 
Coefficient of lift,  
(a structural constant) 
FN 
Resultant force normal to the velocity 
vector 
D Aerodynamic drag force  ̇ Acceleration 
L Aerodynamic lift force  ̇ Velocity component along x-axis 
ρ Air density  ̇ Velocity component along y-axis 
  velocity  ̇ Velocity component along z-axis 
x x-coordinate  ̇ Pitch rate 
y y-coordinate   
Directional angle  
(absolute yaw angle) 
z z-coordinate   Angle of attack 
γ Pitch angle M Vehicle's mass 
σ Bank angle (roll angle) T Engine's thrust 
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The coefficients of drag and lift are vehicular constants that depend greatly on the 
vehicle's structure. Since our UAV model is not fully characterized dynamically and 
these coefficients are not recorded in literature for the Mini-Telemaster [23], and since 
we are only interested in generating a virtual hypothetical trajectory, These coefficients 
were guessed by looking at a similar manned aircraft. The similarity that will validate our 
guess must be a structural similarity between the manned aircraft and our UAV model. 
This guess can be validated by the fact that the drag coefficient    and the lift coefficient 
   (given by equations (‎4.13) and (‎4.14) respectively) are not a function of the vehicles 
mass. Thus the difference in mass between the Cessna 172 and the mini-Telemaster will 
not affect    and   . 
 
   
   
    
 (‎4.11) 
 
   
 
 
   
  
 (‎4.12) 
In (‎4.11) and (‎4.12),   is air density,   is the airspeed,   is the planform area,    is the 
drag force,   is the lift force,    is the coefficient of drag, and    is the coefficient of lift. 
Notice that the planform area increases with the size of the aircraft, and so are the drag 
and lift forces.  
After an extensive search for the available similar manned aircrafts, we observed that the 
most structural similarity is found between the "Cessna 172" which is shown in 
Figure ‎4.1 (a) [33] and the mini-Telemaster UAV model in Figure ‎4.1 (b) [23]. Thus the 
difference in size between the Cessna 172 and the mini-Telemaster will not have a 
significant effect on the coefficients of drag and lift. 
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(a)                                                                                  (b) 
Figure ‎4.1 (a) Cessna 172 manned aircraft, (b) mini-Telemaster UAV model 
According to [34] the coefficient of drag    of the Cessna 172 is 0.027 and the maximum 
coefficient of lift    (without flaps) is 1.6. These values will be used accordingly in our 
dynamic model for the mini-Telemaster. 
The engine thrust  , banking angle  , and the angle of attack   are control inputs to the 
dynamic model. Calculating them to get a desired trajectory is a complex non-linear 
control problem which is not needed in this work, because we are interested in generating 
any virtual trajectory constrained only by the UAV model parameters. In other words we 
don’t care about how does the trajectory looks, we just want it to be a realistic UAV 
trajectory. 
In order to judge the feasibility of the trajectory, the control variables         must be 
continuous and bounded in magnitude. To compute these variables we must use the 
dynamic model in reverse by feeding the sample trajectory as a position and attitude 
samples in time domain. Then for every position and attitude sample we can use the 
dynamic model to compute the control variables required to obtain the given position and 
attitude, this is shown in Figure ‎4.2. Finally, the control variables will be judged by 
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observing their patterns in search for any discontinuities or unbounded overshoots. If the 
control variables pass this test, then the trajectory used to generate these control variables 
will be validated. 
Dynamic 
model
Position and 
Attitude variables
Control 
Variables
 
Figure ‎4.2 Feasibility test process diagram 
 
The next step is to use a virtual trajectory to feed the dynamic model. We initially started 
by generating a trajectory by ourselves (denoted as the random trajectory generator), then 
after many trials it didn’t produce any feasible trajectories. Thus we went for a 
readymade flight simulator. We used a flight simulator to fly the vehicle manually and 
record the trip in order to extract the flight data for further processing. 
Section ‎0 will show the trajectory generator we made as well as some sample trajectories 
and their feasibility test results. Then section ‎4.3 will show the trajectory generated by an 
open source flight simulator and its feasibility test results. The reader can compare easily 
between the two trajectories and point out the feasible one to be validated for testing our 
search and tracking algorithms. 
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4.2 Randomly generated trajectory 
This Algorithm generates a series of position and attitude (orientation) samples for a 
virtual UAV trajectory. The generated trajectory is random every run but it is always 
constrained by the vehicle specifications stated in Table ‎4.2 and the limitations stated in 
Table ‎4.3. 
Table ‎4.2 Mini-Telemaster specifications [23]. 
Parameter Value 
Type Fixed wing 
Size Mini-UAV 
Maximum speed ~ 100      (27.77   ) 
Stall speed ~ 30      (8.33   ) 
Wing span 1.143  
Payload 566    
 
Each trajectory sample contains a vector of six real double precision values, three 
position samples (        ) (Subscript " " is for UAV) to indicate the vehicle absolute 
position with reference to the ground station (the signal source) which is assumed to be 
located at the origin (              ) (Subscript " " is for ground transmitter), 
and 3 attitude samples (     ) ( : Roll,  : Pitch,  : Yaw) to indicate the vehicle attitude 
in 3D space as shown in Figure ‎4.3. 
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Figure ‎4.3 a graphical illustration for the attitude angles (roll, pitch and yaw) [7]. 
This algorithm generates the position samples (        ) first and then it uses them to 
generate the attitude samples (     ). The time span between each two consecutive 
trajectory samples is assumed to be 5ms according to the maximum delay between 
successive readings from the RSSI device that can be used [22]. Figure ‎4.4 shows the 
main procedures in this algorithm. 
Limits 
Definition
Trajectory 
generation loop
Initialization
 
Figure ‎4.4 Main procedures in the random trajectory generator. 
4.2.1 Limits Definition 
In this work all turns are assumed to be banked turns in which the vehicle preserves its 
altitude during the turn. Starting from the speed limits we can define other limits as well. 
The minimum flying speed is the stall speed "  ". The stalling speed changes if the plane 
is performing a banked turn (rolling turn). The accelerated stalling speed "   " is the new 
value for the stalling speed according to rolling angle (bank angle)   and the original stall 
speed value   . This relation is stated by equation (‎4.13) [35]. 
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√      
 (‎4.13) 
By defining the stall speed factor as the ratio between     and    and plotting the relation 
between this factor and the rolling angle   we get the graph in Figure ‎4.5. 
 
Figure ‎4.5 Stalling factor versus rolling angle curve. 
 
As shown in Figure ‎4.5, the stall speed increases as the rolling angle increases. To 
guarantee a small margin of increase in the stall speed we will consider 50˚ as the 
maximum possible rolling angle where the stall speed would increase at this value by a 
factor of 1.247 which is not a significant increase. Now we can define the limits for the 
rolling angle to be: 
          (‎4.14) 
 
The next step would be to use the limits suggested for "r" in order to deduce the limits for 
the rate of turn (yaw rate). In [36] a relation between the rolling angle, the yaw rate      
and the velocity is used in a certain case study, this relation is given by 
 
     
          
         
 (‎4.15) 
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where   is the vehicle's velocity in    ,   is the rolling angle in degrees, and      is the 
rate of turn in deg/sec. It is now obvious that the maximum value for      will be at      
and   . By substituting   in equation (‎4.15) we get equation (‎4.16) which indicates the 
dependence of the maximum limit of      upon the current velocity   of the vehicle. 
 
{    }    
             
         
 (‎4.16) 
Equation (‎4.16) will be used only to limit the turning rate when a tight turn is generated 
in the virtual trajectory. Climbing or falling will not be considered in this simulation 
while only the cruising part of the trajectory will be simulated for reasons of dynamical 
model simplification. The typical flying altitude will be maintained throughout the 
simulation with the addition of some random altitude disturbances. 
4.2.2 Initialization 
To initialize the algorithm, certain values has to be set at first where later the trajectory 
generating loop will manipulate them within the limits defined in the previous section. 
Other quantities will be set and will not change throughout the simulation. 
First we begin by generating all assumed variables which are the acceleration " ", the 
pitch " ", and the yaw rate "    ". To generate the acceleration values along the 
trajectory, the full trajectory will be divided into three equal time segments. During the 
first segment the vehicle will accelerate from "  " to "    ". During the second segment 
the vehicle will maintain its velocity at "    " by assuming    . Finally during the last 
segment the vehicle will decelerate from "    " to "  ". For the first segment in order to 
guarantee that the vehicle will reach "    " at its end, the acceleration value during the 
first segment will follow equation (‎4.17). And to assure it reaches "  " at the end of the 
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third segment, the acceleration will take the same value given by equation (‎4.17), but 
with a negative sign. 
 
   (
         
  
 
 
           
  
 
) (‎4.17) 
 
" " is a normally distributed random variable representing the acceleration in m/s2, "  " 
is the simulation time in seconds, "    " and "  " are the speed limits of the vehicle. 
Note that " " is a normally distributed random variable whose variance is 3 times its 
mean just to introduce minor disturbances to the velocity curve. 
According to the acceleration scenario suggested, the simulation time "  " will be divided 
into three segments. In the first segment the UAV will increase its velocity from "  " to 
"    ", hence the acceleration required is 
       
  
 
 which must not exceed the 
acceleration limit of the vehicle as stated in equation (‎4.18). In other words the simulation 
time must obey the condition defined by 
        
  
 
      (‎4.18) 
Therefore 
 
   
           
    
 (‎4.19) 
 
Next we create the pitch " " along the trajectory, where it is considered as a normally 
distributed random variable with zero mean and variance "  " defined by equation (‎4.20). 
       (    )            (‎4.20) 
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The altitude disturbances can be controlled by adjusting " p". While the mean value is 
zero in order to maintain a level flight for the vehicle. The last random variable to be 
generated is the yaw rate "    ", which is created according to equation (‎4.21). 
          (    )            (‎4.21) 
 
Where "k" is the sample index, "    " is a normally distributed random variable, and 
"  " is its variance. Equation (‎4.21) applies for the whole trajectory except near the 
middle of the trajectory where we induce a tight turn in the trajectory. This is done by 
increasing the value of "    " according to a Gaussian function until it reaches its 
maximum limit stated by equation (‎4.16) then it starts to decrease by following the 
Gaussian function until it approaches zero. This is showed later in this section in 
Figure ‎4.11. 
Table ‎4.3 shows a list of all the initialized variables with their corresponding initial 
values in this random trajectory generator. 
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Table ‎4.3 list of initialized variables and constant quantities. 
Quantity value units 
Time step between samples "  " 0.005   
Simulation time "  " 20   
                   
     27.77     
     0˚        
     50˚        
   0.01˚        
   0.01       
     5    
  
Variable 
Initial 
value 
Units 
   0   
   0   
   (altitude) 100   
 
4.2.3 Trajectory generation loop 
After generating all random variables, the algorithm will begin generating the position 
samples (        ). First    will be maintained at a certain value with the effect of some 
disturbances coming from pitch disturbances. Then each sample of    and    will be 
generated using the previous two samples of     and   . In Figure ‎4.6 we can see a top 
view of three consecutive samples in the trajectory. 
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Figure ‎4.6 a top view of 3 consecutive trajectory samples showing how dyaw is updated, hd: horizontal 
displacement. 
 
Every loop run will generate a new sample by varying the previous sample within the 
predefined limits. At the sample    the new value for the yaw will follow equation (‎4.22). 
                     (‎4.22) 
 
Where the yaw " " is the angle measured from the     X-axis to the vehicle's heading. 
After updating the yaw value we must update the horizontal displacement value "hd", but 
also within the predefined limits of velocity and acceleration. After assigning the 
acceleration value to a certain sample, it is easy to update its velocity then its horizontal 
displacement value "  " using equations (‎4.23) and (‎4.24) respectively. 
                     (‎4.23) 
               (‎4.24) 
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Where      is the vehicle's velocity at the sample  ,      is the acceleration and "  " is 
the time interval between the two samples   and    . This time interval is set to    , 
which is the typical time delay between two consecutive RSS readings taken by the XBee 
receiver module [22]. 
The new horizontal coordinates of the sample "k" can be easily deduced using simple 
trigonometric relations given by 
                             (‎4.25) 
                             (‎4.26) 
 
Calculating the rolling angle   depends on the value of      in degrees per second and 
vehicle's velocity   according to equation (‎4.27) which is a rearrangement of equation 
(‎4.15). Note that the      direction is opposite to the roll direction defined in Figure ‎4.3, 
and this the reason for the –    sign in equation (‎4.27). 
 
           (
                    
    
) (‎4.27) 
 
The final value to be calculated is    which is easily calculated using a simple 
trigonometric approach. According to Figure ‎4.7 the value of         can be 
calculated using 
                             (‎4.28) 
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Figure ‎4.7 a side view for two consecutive trajectory samples. 
where      is the pitch value at time  ,       is the horizontal displacement at time " ". 
Notice that "    " is positive or negative, which in turn will induce altitude increments 
or decrements respectively. Throughout the simulation time, the pitch " " is a normally 
distributed random variable with a zero mean and 5 degrees variance " p". This is 
described by equation (‎4.29), where "  " is the time step between each two consecutive 
trajectory samples. 
                      (‎4.29) 
 
Figure ‎4.8 shows a clearer picture of how the variables are calculated. Which variables 
are assumed and which are deduced accordingly. All random variables are circled and all 
the accordingly calculated variables are squared, provided that all variables are kept 
within the predefined limits. Note that (        ) are the position coordinates of the 
vehicle's center of mass. 
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Figure ‎4.8 Variables flow for a single iteration. Circles are random variables and rectangles are calculated 
variables. 
4.2.4 The Generated trajectory 
By running our simulation we generated a sample trajectory which is described in this 
section. The trajectory is generated to cover a time span of 20 seconds. In Figure ‎4.9 the 
generated trajectory is plotted in 3D, where the vehicle started its flight from right above 
the ground station at (         ) and with 100 m altitude. Then it moved preserving 
its heading and maintaining its altitude until it made a tight banked turn induced by the 
algorithm in which the vehicle is brought to its maneuvering limits. Finally after the 
banked turn it retained its heading till the end of the trajectory. 
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Figure ‎4.9 3D virtual UAV trajectory 
Figure ‎4.10 is a top view of the 3D trajectory in Figure ‎4.9, This gives a clear view of the 
generated trajectory as seen from a reference frame located high above the UAV. 
 
Figure ‎4.10 A top view of the trajectory shown in Figure ‎4.9. 
Figure ‎4.11 shows the generated Yaw rate "    " throughout the simulation time (20 
seconds). Note that this variable is a normally distributed range limited random variable 
except in the middle time segment of the trajectory. 
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Figure ‎4.11 Yaw rate (    ) versus time. 
The vehicle maintained its altitude throughout the simulation. However we induced some 
disturbances in altitude, these disturbances are shown in Figure ‎4.12 where we can see 
that its range is limited within ±1 m. 
 
Figure ‎4.12 Altitude (  ) of the trajectory shown in Figure ‎4.9. 
In Figure ‎4.13 the random variable " " which represents the pitch angle of the vehicle is 
shown. Recall that it is a random variable with zero mean and 5 degrees variance. 
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Figure ‎4.13 Pitch angle ( ) of the trajectory shown in Figure ‎4.9. 
In Figure ‎4.14 the roll angle calculated along the trajectory is shown. Note that there is a 
rolling pulse in the middle of the trajectory. This indicates the tight turn in the trajectory 
shown in Figure ‎4.10. 
 
Figure ‎4.14 Roll angle ( ) of the trajectory shown in Figure ‎4.9. 
In Figure ‎4.15, the yaw angle is shown. Note that the yaw angle is measured from the 
    X-axis to the vehicle's heading. In the beginning the yaw angle maintained a certain 
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value since the vehicle had a constant heading. In the middle the yaw angle took a step 
and settled at a new value, this step indicates the tight turn taken by the vehicle. After 
completing its turn, the vehicle maintained its new heading. This explains the new 
constant level of the yaw angle which is maintained until the end of the simulation. 
 
Figure ‎4.15 Yaw angle (y) of the trajectory shown in Figure ‎4.9. 
Figure ‎4.16 shows the velocity calculated according to the proposed acceleration 
scenario. The velocity value increases from its minimum "  " to its maximum "    ", 
then it retains its value for a while and finally it decreases back to its minimum value. 
Note that the increasing and the decreasing trends contain some fluctuations due to the 
randomness in the acceleration values. 
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Figure ‎4.16 Velocity of the vehicle. 
 
4.2.5 Feasibility test 
In this section we will conduct a feasibility test on the virtual trajectory generated in the 
previous section. The feasibility test is carried out in order to validate the trajectory as a 
trajectory that can be realized by a normal practical engine and a vehicle’s control 
surfaces (flaps, rudder, elevators… etc.). 
We conduct this test is by feeding the trajectory to the dynamic model shown before and 
then calculate the control parameters required to generate the given position and attitude 
patterns. This is done by reversing the inputs and outputs in the dynamic model stated by 
equations (‎4.1) to (‎4.10), in other words we are working out the model using the block 
diagram showed in Figure ‎4.2. 
The modified version of the model is stated in the set of equations starting from equation 
(‎4.30) and ends by equation (‎4.47), where the system must run according to the given 
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order in an iterated loop for all the time samples of the trajectory in order to get the 
results properly. Notice that this model is not a contribution. It is just another expression 
of the same dynamic model given in [32]. 
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Note that   is the sample counter and all the other variables follow the same 
nomenclature stated in  
Table ‎4.1. 
After working out the modified version of the model, the control parameters are shown to 
evaluate the feasibility of the given trajectory. First the thrust of the vehicle’s engine 
required to produce such trajectory is shown in Figure ‎4.17. It is obvious that such thrust 
pattern is unrealizable by any practical engine, where we have a lot of discontinuities in 
the pattern where the thrust values are fluctuating so frequently in a very small period of 
time. This will make it impossible for any real engine to follow this pattern successfully. 
 
Figure ‎4.17 Engine thrust. 
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Then in Figure ‎4.18 the acceleration pattern is shown. Notice how the pattern is 
discontinuous except for the region we intentionally assigned a value of zero to the 
acceleration vector. Also notice the sudden overshoot occurred right after the zero 
acceleration region. All these observations indicate a nonrealistic behavior of the 
acceleration. 
 
Figure ‎4.18 Acceleration pattern of the generated trajectory. 
 
Finally, in Figure ‎4.19 the angle of attack of the vehicle is shown. The same note is taken 
here where we have a very disturbed pattern with a lot of discontinuities. This will make 
it impossible for a real vehicle’s structure to maintain its integrity and rigidity during 
such maneuvers. 
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Figure ‎4.19 Angle of attack 
 
It is worth mentioning that we tried to vary a lot of parameters in order to achieve a 
feasible trajectory, but after a lot of trials we ended up with unrealizable control 
parameters such as the ones shown above. 
The failure of the random trajectory generator can be explained by recalling the fact that 
it is based on some random variables. Although these variables are bounded, they still 
have the ability to jump from a certain value to a totally different value in one step as 
long as it is within the predefined range. These jumps are probably the main reason for 
having the discontinuities in the control parameters. 
We looked for other ways to generate a virtual feasible trajectory and we decided to use a 
readymade flight simulator instead of trying to mimic the flight model with a bunch of 
random variables which turned out to be a wrong way to generate a virtual trajectory. The 
flight simulator we used and the way we used it are explained in the next section. 
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4.3 Flight simulator based trajectory 
Flight simulators are software based models for aircrafts. They rely mainly on 
mathematical models to simulate the aircraft behavior taking into account the aircraft 
structure, environmental variables such as wind, and control variables such as the 
engine’s thrust. 
Almost all sophisticated flight simulators are very expensive, but we found an open 
source flight simulator called FlightGear [37]. It supports a variety of popular platforms 
(Windows, Mac, Linux, etc.) and is developed by skilled volunteers from around the 
world.  The source code is available under the GNU General Public License [38]. 
The goal of the FlightGear project is to create a sophisticated and open flight simulator 
framework for use in research or academic environments, pilot training, and as an 
industry engineering tool. It is widely considered as a realistic and challenging desktop 
flight simulator. 
FlightGear has been used in a lot of academic studies. In [39], there is a detailed list of 
academic projects that used FlightGear in their work. The list also includes links to the 
projects websites in case more information is needed about a particular project. Some 
examples include RWTH Aachen University, university of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, 
Simon Fraser University, Iowa state university, and the University of Minnesota. Also in 
[40] FlightGear was used to develop an autonomous landing control scheme for a small 
scale unmanned helicopter. 
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4.3.1 Flight trajectory logging and preparation 
Our aim is to fly the aircraft virtually and simultaneously log the flight data for future 
extraction. The parameters required to be logged are the aircraft’s position (     ), 
attitude (              ), and velocity ( ). This can be done easily in the FlightGear 
environment. Appendix A is a tutorial that describes the logging process in details. 
Due to some limitations in the processing power of the PC used to run the simulator, the 
trajectory was logged with a sampling interval of      . Figure ‎4.20 shows a block 
diagram of the entire process of preparing the trajectory for testing the search algorithm. 
First the simulator is used to fly the aircraft for a certain amount of time, then the flight 
log which contains all the flight data is extracted from the simulator and passed to 
MATLAB [14] where all the other operations will take place. 
Flight log
Interpolation
Feasibility test
Trajectory 
Fragmentation
Search Algorithm 
Testing
Passed
Failed
FlightGear 
Simulation
Cartesian 
coordinates 
generator
Coordinates 
Transformation
  
Figure ‎4.20 Virtual trajectory production process. 
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First we test the feasibility of the generated trajectory to make sure it is realizable, if not 
then another flight is conducted until we get a feasible trajectory. After that we adjust the 
units of all the data to be represented in SI units (      to     and       to       ). 
Then we convert the latitude and longitude readings produced by the simulator into 
absolute Cartesian coordinates (     ), this is done using 
                      (‎4.48) 
                      (‎4.49) 
                     (‎4.50) 
                     (‎4.51) 
 
Where      is the difference between two successive Latitude samples, and similarly 
     is for longitude samples,   is the samples counter,   and   are the Cartesian 
coordinates where            , and    is the average radius of the earth in meters 
(           ). 
Then the interpolation block performs an interpolation process to reduce the intervals 
between samples from     to    . The reason why this reduction is necessary is 
explained in details in the following chapter. 
After that the coordinate transformation block transforms the coordinate system into 
another one where the UAV is centered at its origin, this transformation simplifies the 
algorithm testing and helps in generating the test results quickly and easily. A detailed 
explanation of this transformation is provided in Appendix B. 
Finally the Fragmentation block takes over to divide the 25 minutes long trajectory into a 
lot of small duration trajectories whose durations are 3 seconds each and finally saving 
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these small trajectories each in separate file. Worth mentioning that a 25 minutes flight 
trajectory will result in generating 500 files where 
     
  
   . 
4.3.2 The Generated trajectory 
The generated trajectory is presented in this section by looking into a lot of its 
parameters. In Figure ‎4.21 the trajectory is shown in a 3D frame. 
 
Figure ‎4.21 3D virtual UAV trajectory using FlightGear. 
In order to give the reader a sense of how smooth or maneuvering the trajectory is we are 
showing in Figure ‎4.22 a top view of the trajectory shown in Figure ‎4.21. 
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Figure ‎4.22 Generated virtual trajectory (Top view). 
Other recorded parameters are shown as well to provide a full picture of the generated 
trajectory. These parameters are the altitude, velocity, and the three attitude angles 
(              ). 
In Figure ‎4.23 the altitude of the aircraft throughout the recorded flight time is shown. 
We can easily notice how hard it is for an untrained pilot to keep the altitude constant 
even when he is just flying a simulated aircraft. That explains why the altitude is varying 
between      and     . 
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Figure ‎4.23 Altitude of the generated trajectory, logged by FlightGear. 
In Figure ‎4.24 the velocity of the aircraft throughout the recorded flight time is shown. 
The values recorded by the flight simulator are compared with the values calculated from 
the dynamic model used to test the feasibility of the trajectory. The values recorded by 
the flight simulator are referred to as the measured air speed and the values calculated 
from the dynamic model are referred to as the calculated velocity. Notice that both curves 
follow the same pattern, but there is a variable shift between them. We can explain this 
shift by recalling the fact that the FlightGear simulator takes into account some 
environmental variables that are not considered in the dynamic model such as wind. 
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Figure ‎4.24 Velocity of the UAV logged by FlightGear and calculated by the dynamic model. 
In Figure ‎4.25 the rolling angle (banking angle) is shown. Similar to the velocity figure 
we have compared the values recorded by the flight simulator (measured roll) with the 
values calculated from the dynamic model (calculated roll). There is a very close match. 
 
Figure ‎4.25 Rolling angle logged by FlightGear and calculated by the dynamic model. 
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In Figure ‎4.26 the pitch angle is shown. Notice how the pitching angle fluctuates along 
the flight time. This is the reason why we ended up with a fluctuating altitude as well. Off 
course a well-trained pilot can overcome this problem easily. 
 
Figure ‎4.26 Pitch angle logged by FlightGear. 
In Figure ‎4.27 the yaw angle is shown. This is considered as the heading of the aircraft 
where by noticing the changes in the yaw angle one can easily link between the changes 
in the yaw and the turns made by the aircraft throughout the flight. 
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Figure ‎4.27 Yaw angle (aircraft heading) logged by FlightGear. 
4.3.3 Feasibility test 
In this section we will repeat the test we made before for the randomly generated 
trajectory except that this time we will do it for the flight simulator based trajectory. We 
will show the difference between a feasible realizable trajectory and an unfeasible 
unrealizable one. 
We will start by observing the acceleration pattern throughout the flight time where it is 
shown in Figure ‎4.28. We would like to draw the reader’s attention to the fact that the 
pattern is relatively smooth and contains no discontinuities or unbounded overshoots as it 
was the case in the previous acceleration pattern showed in Figure ‎4.18. Notice that the 
curve covers 900 seconds (15 minutes) of flight time. 
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Figure ‎4.28 Acceleration pattern of the trajectory generated by FlightGear. 
In Figure ‎4.29 the thrust pattern of the aircraft throughout the flight time is shown. One 
can easily observe that the pattern is totally unlike what was showed in Figure ‎4.17 where 
this time the thrust is continuous, bounded and relatively smooth.  
 
Figure ‎4.29 Engine’s thrust. 
These observations can lead to a strong statement of considering the trajectory generated 
by the flight simulator as a feasible and a realizable trajectory. Thus it can be validated 
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for testing our search algorithm where the performance evaluation results will now 
depend only on the algorithm performance and nothing else. This performance evaluation 
process is explained in details in the next chapter. 
4.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter we presented two methods of generating a virtual UAV flight trajectory. 
The first method was the random trajectory generator. The trajectories created by this 
generator didn’t pass the feasibility test because it produced sharp discontinuities in the 
control variables such as the engine thrust due to the randomness of the variable 
distribution that gives independent outputs each run. The second method was using a 
flight simulator (FlightGear) to fly the aircraft manually and log the flight data for further 
analysis and processing. The trajectories produced by this method passed the feasibility 
test where it produced continuous realistic thrust pattern which can be produced by a real 
engine. Thus trajectories generated by the flight simulator proved their validity to be used 
in testing the search and tracking algorithms. 
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5 Chapter 5: Search Algorithm 
5.1 Introduction 
At any given time instant, the UAV will have a certain heading for its antenna beam. If 
the beam heading is misaligned with the direction of the maximum RSS, then this 
misalignment will cause degradation in the wireless signal strength. On the other hand if 
the beam heading is aligned with the direction of the maximum RSS, then the signal 
strength will improve and the communication link will be enhanced significantly. 
The function of the search algorithm is to adjust the beam heading angles          such 
that the antenna beam will be steered to the direction of the maximum RSS. 
Notice that the antenna is installed on a flying UAV. This will lead to a highly dynamic 
communication channel and a highly dynamic RSS distribution in space. Thus the 
algorithm is required to be fast enough to cope with this dynamic behavior. Also it is 
required to be simple enough to be executed by a small hardware platform that can be 
installed on a low payload UAV. 
The search algorithm will conduct a series of RSS measurements and according to these 
measurements it will produce an estimate for the best beam heading angles         
which produces the maximum achievable RSS.  
For this algorithm we must define our search space. The space in which we are searching 
for the maximum RSS is a spherical plane. Thus in a spherical coordinate system our 
plane of interest is defined by 
            (‎5.1) 
            (‎5.2) 
            (‎5.3) 
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5.2 Previous work 
Localization techniques were summarized and presented in [41], and [42]. Any 
localization technique is based on a certain signal parameter being measured. The most 
common of these signal parameters are the angle of arrival (AOA), time of arrival (TOA), 
time difference of arrival (TDOA), and the received signal strength (RSS).  
Most angle of arrival (AOA) estimation techniques rely on extracting the received signal 
from the output of several signal receivers whose antennas are separated by a fraction or 
few wavelengths, and deployed in a special arrangement. Any signal arriving at any 
incident angle other than 90˚ will be detected by different signal sensors at slightly 
different times. Therefore the signal received will contain time and phase delayed 
versions of the same signal. By processing these different versions of the same signal we 
can extract the corresponding angle of arrival (AOA) of the signal. Thus by doing this at 
a number of different locations we can combine AOA measurements in a Multilateration 
algorithm to eventually localize the signal source. 
In [43], an outdoor localization method was presented, it was successful in locating the 
node of interest even in non LOS (line of sight) situations, the localization was based on 
the AOA and utilized multiple reference stations.  
Time of arrival (TOA) is directly related to the propagation time which is a function of 
the channel medium and the signal frequency. If the medium is known and a LOS 
situation is proposed, then the distance between the transmitter and the receiver can be 
directly related to the propagation time. By taking several TOA measurements at 
different locations, a location estimate for the transmitter can be produced. This TOA 
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measurement requires a very good synchronization between the transmitter and all the 
receivers.  
Time difference of arrival (TDOA) is similar to TOA but with eliminating the need for 
synchronization between the transmitter and the receivers. TDOA require 
synchronization between the receivers only. 
The RSS has a measurement variance that increases with the range [44]. But all of the 
above mentioned signal parameters require more than one receiver to obtain the 
measurement except for the RSS. Since we are constrained by a small payload of our 
vehicle and the availability of only one transmitter and one receiver, therefore the only 
parameter available for measurement in our case is the RSS. Hence we will only look into 
localization methods based on the RSS measurements. 
Localization based on RSS is greatly dependent on the propagation model used. Usually 
it is required to validate the propagation model by tuning the path loss exponent 
(distance-power gradient). This is done by characterizing the situation through a lot of 
RSS measurements. Thus practical implementation is a must in this case. Since we have a 
dynamic channel, it is not possible to characterize the link with a valid characterization 
which can support an accurate propagation model. 
In [45], different RSS based localization methods were compared in terms of the 
calibration effort required by each method. In [46], the localization was based on RSS, 
yet it was utilizing multiple reference stations like [43]. In [47] the characteristics of an 
RSS signal was studied and characterized, where it was obvious that the RSS value will 
change dramatically by changing the environmental circumstances. 
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In [48], a successful attempt was made to estimate the path loss exponent jointly along 
with the location estimation process however, this estimation procedure is a 
computationally intensive task., hence it will not be suitable for our application.  
In this work we will propose two techniques utilizing the RSS readings in localizing the 
maximum signal strength by steering the antenna beam to different directions. These are 
the elliptical Peeking (EP) and the differential evolution (DE) algorithms. The EP 
algorithm is proposed as a contribution in this work and the DE algorithm is used to 
benchmark the performance of the EP algorithm. Both techniques will require a 
simulation environment that will allow us to calculate the RSS at a certain instant within 
the virtual trajectory generated in chapter 4. Section ‎5.3 presents the procedures carried 
out in the simulation to calculate the RSS. 
5.3 Simulating the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) 
Simply this is the basis of a MATLAB [28] function used in the simulation to produce 
RSSI measurements. In order to produce these readings virtually we must consider a full 
communication link analysis. Figure ‎5.1 illustrates the inputs and the outputs of this 
function. The function takes two inputs. First the position of the ground transmitter 
(        ) relative to the UAV by considering a UAV centered frame of reference. Then 
the antenna beam steering angles (beam heading) (     ), and it produces the received 
power    in    as an output. 
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Figure ‎5.1 RSSI readings generating function with its inputs and outputs. 
The communication link in this case consists of a ground transmitter, a channel, and a 
UAV embedded receiver [22]. Our link analysis is based on the path loss model in (‎5.4), 
assuming zero losses in the feeding cables of the transmitter and the receiver. 
                (‎5.4) 
Where    is the received power,    is the transmitted power,    is the gain of the 
transmitting antenna (ground station),    is the power losses in the communication 
channel, and    is the gain of the receiving antenna. All of these quantities are in   . 
The transmitting antenna is assumed to have an isotropic radiation pattern with zero    
gain       . The transmitted power is        according to the transmitter's 
specifications [22]. The power losses can be calculated using 
 
         
   
 
 (‎5.5) 
Where λ is the wave length and R is the line of sight distance between the transmitter and 
the receiver, in other words the ground station and the UAV.  
Since our operating frequency is 2.45 GHz, therefore the wavelength   is         
according to equation (‎5.6). 
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 (‎5.6) 
Notice that   is the frequency and   is the speed of light (               ). 
The line of sight (LOS) distance   can be calculated using 
 
  √  
    
    
  (‎5.7) 
The gain    of the receiving antenna array embedded inside the wing structure of the 
UAV is calculated through two steps. The first step is to evaluate the radiation pattern 
based on the steering angles of the main lobe of the beam (     ), thus we will have a 
matrix of gain values corresponding to a full scan in the (   ) space, the matrix will 
take this form 
 
        [
                     
   
                         
]
       
 (‎5.8) 
 
The second step is to choose out of all these gain values      the one whose (θ, φ) 
corresponds to the true transmitter heading angles (     ). This choice can be performed 
by first calculating (     ), then choosing the         value whose (   ) is the closest 
to (     ). Since our radiation pattern is generated with a resolution of   , therefore any 
approximations will not have any significant effect on the value of the gain. 
Since we already have the ground station coordinates in a Cartesian form (        ) after 
applying the transformation in appendix B, the transmitter's heading angles (     ) can 
be obtained after a coordinate transformation from Cartesian to spherical coordinates. 
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This spherical coordinate system is illustrated in Figure ‎5.2 (same as Figure ‎3.1) and the 
conversion is performed by applying equations (‎5.9), and (‎5.10). Note that both 
coordinate systems (Cartesian and spherical) have the same origin and the UAV is 
centered at this origin. 
 
Figure ‎5.2 spherical UAV-centered coordinate system. 
 
 
      
  
  
 
 (‎5.9) 
 
      
  
  
  
 (‎5.10) 
Where R is the LOS distance given by equation (‎5.7).  
The previous procedures will provide all the terms required in equation (‎5.4) which will 
be used to calculate the received power   . 
In the following three sections we will explore three possible ways of finding the 
direction of the maximum RSS. The first one (Ranging) is well known in literature, but it 
does not fit to our problem. The second one (elliptical Peeking) is proposed by this work 
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and showed very good results. The third one (Differential evolution) is a well-known 
intelligent optimization algorithm that is usually not used for real time optimization 
problems. We applied it to our problem and it showed good results, but not as good as 
elliptical Peeking. 
5.4 Ranging 
Ranging is a popular technique of localizing targets. It is the main concept behind the 
GPS system. It can depend upon several signal parameters (AOA, TOA . . . etc.). We will 
discuss it based on the RSS.  
RSS based ranging is performed by measuring the RSS at a number of different locations 
around a stationary transmitter, then using a propagation model to calculate the range 
between the transmitter and the receiver for each measurement. A simple example for the 
propagation model is stated in equations (‎5.4) and (‎5.5). The transmitter's relative 
position can then be deduced by multilateration. This technique is well explained in [41]. 
It is also well known in literature where in [49] the localization accuracy was improved 
by using a lognormal shadowing propagation model and a weighted least squares 
approximation technique. 
In our case we can utilize the mobility of the UAV to take different RSS measurements 
from different locations. Figure ‎5.3 shows a description of the situation in 2D.  
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Figure ‎5.3 2D RSS ranging based source signal localization situation 
In Figure ‎5.3 the black dots resembles UAV trajectory samples,    and    are the ranges 
estimated using the propagation model. We can generalize this method for 3D situations. 
We will then need 4 RSS reading. Though we will usually employ more than 4 readings 
because the RSS measurements are usually noisy and their variance increases directly 
with the increase in range. Therefore we can smooth our estimate by employing more 
measurements using a statistical Multilateration algorithm [41]. 
The above Localization technique requires an isotropic receiving antenna and an isotropic 
transmitting antenna. An isotropic transmitting antenna is already in our assumptions. For 
the receiving antenna it is not possible to generate an isotropic radiation pattern using the 
antenna array designed earlier. Also it requires a realistic propagation model which is 
usually a complicated task because it requires a lot of measurements for tuning the model 
parameters. Also even after tuning the propagation model parameters, it will be outdated 
if the UAV moved from an open wide environment to an urban environment which is 
considerably possible in some missions. Thus ranging will not be our method of choice. 
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5.5 Elliptical Peeking Algorithm (EP) 
5.5.1 Description 
This is an RSS based Beam steering algorithm that is considered one of the contributions 
of this work. The strongest signal source exists somewhere in the       space. At a 
certain time instant within the trajectory, we pause the time and measure the RSS 
distribution in the       space. By scanning all the angles for RSS values we produced 
the contour plot shown in Figure ‎5.4. This plot is generated by conducting an exhaustive 
search at a given time instant which requires a lot of RSS measurements and since one 
measurement requires    , therefore producing this scan consumes a lot of time. It 
would be totally inappropriate to consider exhaustive search in our situation, because by 
the time one complete scan is produced, the vehicle would have moved to another 
location and will have different attitude .The produced scan would be inapplicable to the 
new location and attitude. 
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Let us imagine that by directing the beam towards a certain point in the       space 
and measuring the RSS at this point, we are Peeking at the RSS of this point. Thus by 
collecting a number of RSS measurements from a number of locations in the       
space, we are Peeking at the RSS of a number of points in the space. The points at which 
we are Peeking are divided into groups, where each group of points forms an elliptical 
shape as shown in Figure ‎5.7, hence the name elliptical Peeking (EP). Notice that the 
      space is originally a curved space represented by the surface of a sphere, but 
here we are showing it as a rectangular space for simplicity. 
 
Figure ‎5.4 Contour plot for the measured RSS values in the θ-φ space at a certain time instant. The black circle 
denotes the maximum RSS value measured. The color bar represents the RSS values in dBs 
 
The flow chart of the algorithm is shown in Figure ‎5.5. After the algorithm initializes, it 
constructs the ellipse points at which the RSS readings will be collected, and then it 
collects them all and saves them in the memory. After that it compares between all of 
these RSS values and picks the greatest among them and sets its corresponding beam 
steering angles         as the center of the next ellipse. But before it goes into the loop 
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again, it checks for the termination conditions in order to decide whether to complete the 
search process or to stop and produce its         estimate to the tracking routine. The 
tracking routine is supposed to keep track of the values of         which gives the 
maximum possible RSS by conducting a very fey number of iteration from the search 
algorithm every once and a while. The time slots at which the tracking routine will 
conduct its mini-search will depend upon the communication protocol followed by the 
UAV transmitter. This is because the tracking routine will utilize the time periods at 
which the transmitter is idle in order to switch to the receiving mode and extract the 
necessary RSS readings required for the search, keeping in mind that the ground station is 
sending a continuous tracking signal. This signal will be available all the time to allow 
the UAV to extract RSS reading at any instant. The tracking routine is discussed in 
Chapter 6. 
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Figure ‎5.5 Flow chart of the elliptical Peeking (EP) algorithm 
 Initialization 
The initialization starts the EP algorithm by executing three consecutive procedures. 
These procedures are shown in Figure ‎5.6. The first procedure sets the values of the 
algorithm parameters              . These four parameters define how the algorithm will 
be executed. They can be tuned for better performance in different situations. The values 
we used were achieved by trial and error and they are as follows: 
        (‎5.11) 
        (‎5.12) 
           (‎5.13) 
        (‎5.14) 
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Where the factor    is the reduction factor of  , where   is the number of ellipse points. 
This is the factor by which the number of ellipse points will be reduced every loop turn. 
   Is the    reduction factor which is the factor by which the ellipse radius    will be 
reduced every iteration. Note that the ellipse has two radii             as shown in 
Figure ‎5.8.    Is the signal strength (SS) termination difference where this is the 
minimum improvement in the SS that will allow the algorithm to go for an extra iteration. 
In other words, if the improvement in the SS is less than    then the algorithm will 
terminate the search.    Represents the time limit at which the algorithm will terminate its 
search regardless of anything else and produce its last estimate as its best estimate. This 
condition is there to protect the algorithm from going into an infinite loop. 
The second procedure in the initialization process is to define the search space. This is an 
easy step where all we have to do is to set the values for                  and    . 
The limits of the search space are defined by inequalities (‎5.15) and (‎5.16). 
           (‎5.15) 
           (‎5.16) 
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Defining Initial 
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Figure ‎5.6 Initialization procedures for the EP algorithm. 
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Figure ‎5.7 A graphical illustration of the initial iteration in the EP algorithm. 
The third and final procedure in the initialization process is defining the initial ellipse. 
According to Figure ‎5.7 the ellipse can be completely defined by four parameters, the 
ellipse center, the major radius, the minor radius   , and the number of points   in the 
ellipse edge. These parameters are initially defined according to the minimum      of 
the used antenna array. This is done to make sure that the first ellipse will have at least 
one point inside the footprint of the antenna’s main lobe. Equation (‎5.17) defines the 
initial value of   . Equation (‎5.18) can be used consequently to calculate the initial value 
of   , where the ratio stated in this equation must hold through all the iterations. Thus we 
also use equation (‎5.18) to calculate    in the middle of the algorithm execution 
whenever    changes as a result of being multiplied by the reduction factor   . Equation 
(‎5.19) is used to calculate the initial value of  . 
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(‎5.19) 
 Ellipse Construction 
Ellipse construction is the process of adjusting the number of ellipse points   and 
generating their corresponding beam steering angles        . In Figure ‎5.8 the 
construction procedures are shown. The first step is to make sure that   is divisible by 
4 in order to construct a symmetric ellipse at the end. Thus   in this step is 
approximated to the nearest greater number divisible by 4. The second step protects   
from being reduced below a value of 8. The last step is the process of calculating the 
beam steering angles         for all the ellipse points in preparation for measuring 
the RSS at each one of these angles. 
Adjusting for a 
symmetric ellipse
Setting the lower 
limit of np
np≥8
Evaluating beam 
steering angles
 
Figure ‎5.8 Ellipse construction procedures 
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 Comparison and Update 
The comparison and update block is unfolded in the flow chart shown in Figure ‎5.9. After 
collecting a set of RSS readings we pick the highest value. Around the picked value we 
collect another group of RSS readings and also pick the highest. Then we can repeat these 
steps to fine tune the position estimate to an acceptable accuracy. 
We will try to close on the maximum RSS keeping in mind that there are lots of local 
maxima in the search space. Our proposed algorithm is based on an iterative process that 
starts at the global level and is expected to evolve to close on the global maximum RSS, 
where further iterations will allow the algorithm to fine tune its estimation and improve 
accuracy, this will cost more time which is a critical factor here due to the dynamic 
situation at hand. A compromise will be made to reach an acceptable accuracy within a 
reasonably short period of time. 
Updating   and    is performed according to equations (‎5.20) and (‎5.21) where   is the 
algorithm iteration counter. Updating    is performed the same way it was initialized by 
equation (‎5.18). 
                (‎5.20) 
                  (‎5.21) 
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Figure ‎5.9 Comparison and update process block diagram. 
5.5.2 Simulation Results 
In this section we will present the simulation results of the EP algorithm, and we will 
evaluate its performance by simulating a large number of flight trajectories       for two 
times, one time using a smooth nearly straight flight trajectory and another time for a 
turbulent flight trajectory with a lot of tight maneuvers. This is done to assess the 
algorithm performance in all flying circumstances. 
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5.5.2.1 Smooth trajectory Results 
In Figure ‎5.10 a top view of a smooth trajectory is shown. One can observe that the 
trajectory is relatively smooth with no tight maneuvers or turns.  
 
Figure ‎5.10 Top view of the used FlightGear trajectory (smooth trajectory). 
Figure ‎5.11 shows the simulation results for the 500 mini-trajectories created from the big 
trajectory shown in Figure ‎5.10. For each one of the 500 runs we have two RSS values, 
one represents the RSS achieved by the algorithm and the other represents the maximum 
achievable RSS produced by a perfectly aligned beam. It is obvious that in almost all the 
points the two readings coincide together indicating a successful convergence to the 
maximum achievable RSS. Further error analysis is performed in order to quantify the 
errors and have a deeper sense of the performance. 
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Figure ‎5.11 The maximum achievable RSS versus the RSS obtained by the EP algorithm (smooth trajectory). 
Figure ‎5.12 shows the RSS values obtained by the EP algorithm and the maximum 
achievable value in each one of the 500 runs. The algorithm error in each run is the 
difference between the red stars and the black circles in Figure ‎5.11. Notice that the 
average error value is          and the maximum error doesn’t exceed       with 
only one anomaly at       . In Figure ‎5.13 a histogram of the RSS error values are 
shown to provide the reader with the sense of how the values are distributed among the 
signal strength error scale. One can easily observe that more than     of the runs have 
error values within        . 
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Figure ‎5.12 Errors in the RSS obtained by the EP algorithm through the 500 trajectories (smooth trajectory). 
 
Figure ‎5.13 RSS errors histogram (smooth trajectory). 
Figure ‎5.14 shows the Time of convergence (TOC) for the 500 runs. The time of 
convergence is the time period consumed by the algorithm before producing its output. 
The average TOC is       and there are 3 runs out of 500 where the algorithm was 
terminated by the time limit condition instead of the RSS improvement condition defined 
by    from equation (‎5.13). In Figure ‎5.15 the histogram of the TOC is shown to give the 
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reader a sense of how the TOC values are distributed on the time scale, where we notice 
that       of the 500 trials converged within the       limit which is a little more 
than the average TOC value. 
 
Figure ‎5.14 Time of convergence (smooth trajectory). 
 
Figure ‎5.15 Histogram of TOC (smooth trajectory). 
In Figure ‎5.16 the errors in estimating the beam steering angle    are shown. Notice that 
the errors have an average value of     . This is relatively low compared with the average 
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error value of   shown in Figure ‎5.17 which is      . This can be easily explained by 
referring to the antenna array chapter and recalling the fact that       is usually 
smaller than     . This will result in higher localization accuracy in the   axis and a 
less localization accuracy in the   axis. This also assures the fact that this algorithm 
equipped with the designed antenna cannot be used for localization or navigation unless 
we use a different antenna array. Thus it can be used only for communication link 
enhancements because it has very good abilities of maximizing the RSS.  
By carefully observing the simulation results, we deduced that errors in estimating the 
steering angles don’t degrade the RSS because of two reasons. The first reason is that the 
antenna beam is split into two beams, and sometimes the EP algorithm maximizes the 
RSS by aligning the secondary beam to the incoming signal instead of the primary beam. 
Since the two beams don’t have a considerable difference in the gain value, therefore the 
RSS will not be affected much if the secondary beam was pointing at the signal source 
instead of the primary beam. This is why the errors in    exists around only two values 
(           ) where the ones around    are obtained by the primary beam, while those 
around      are obtained by the secondary beam. The second reason is that the beam has 
a wide footprint within which the gain doesn’t have considerable changes. So as long as 
the maximum RSS point falls inside the footprint the RSS value will be acceptable and 
the algorithm will terminate itself. 
If we were to use an antenna array with low HPBW then any small error in the steering 
angles will have a great effect on the RSS value, because in this case the footprint will be 
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small. This can be utilized for localization or navigation reasons, but one has to keep in 
mind that the TOC in this case might increase.   
 
 
Figure ‎5.16 Errors in estimating    (smooth trajectory). 
 
Figure ‎5.17 Errors in estimating   (smooth trajectory). 
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5.5.2.2 Turbulent trajectory Results 
The same simulation we conducted on the smooth trajectory was performed on a 
turbulent one. A different flight trajectory with a lot of tight maneuvers was used. In 
Figure ‎5.18 a top view of the trajectory is shown. 
 
Figure ‎5.18 Top view of the used FlightGear trajectory (Turbulent trajectory). 
 
The other results are shown in the same order they were presented in the smooth 
trajectory section. One can easily observe that the algorithm has good performance in a 
turbulent trajectory just like a smooth one. 
Figure ‎5.19 shows the simulation results for the 500 mini-trajectories created from the big 
trajectory shown in Figure ‎5.18. For each one of the 500 runs we have two RSS values, 
one represents the RSS achieved by the algorithm and the other represents the maximum 
achievable RSS produced by a perfect beam steering. It is obvious that in almost all the 
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points the two readings coincide together indicating a successful localization of the 
maximum achievable RSS. 
 
Figure ‎5.19 The maximum achievable RSS versus the RSS obtained by the EP algorithm (turbulent trajectory). 
Figure ‎5.20 shows the errors in the RSS. This is the difference between the maximum 
achievable RSS and the RSS achieved by the algorithm. Notice that the average error 
value is          and the maximum error doesn’t exceed         with a single 
exception at the run     which produced an error of         . This is a single 
anomaly out of     runs. Thus it doesn’t have a considerable effect on our performance 
assessment. In Figure ‎5.21 a histogram of the RSS error values are showed to provide the 
reader with the sense of how the values are distributed among the signal strength error 
scale. One can easily observe that more than     of the runs have error value 
within       . 
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Figure ‎5.20 Errors in the RSS obtained by the EP algorithm through the 500 trajectories (turbulent trajectory). 
 
Figure ‎5.21 RSS errors histogram (turbulent trajectory). 
Figure ‎5.22 shows the Time of convergence (TOC) for the 500 runs. The time of 
convergence is the time period consumed by the algorithm before producing its output. 
The average TOC is       and there are 17 runs out of 500 that the algorithm was 
terminated by the time limit condition instead of the RSS improvement condition defined 
by    from equation (‎5.13). Figure ‎5.23 the histogram of the TOC is shown to give the 
reader a sense of how the TOC values are distributed on the time scale. 
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Figure ‎5.22 Time of convergence (turbulent trajectory). 
 
Figure ‎5.23 Histogram of TOC (turbulent trajectory). 
In Figure ‎5.24 the errors in estimating the beam steering angle    is shown. Notice that 
the error values have an average value of   . This is relatively low compared with the 
average error value of   showed in Figure ‎5.25 which is      . This can be easily 
explained by referring to the antenna array chapter and recalling the fact that       is 
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usually smaller than     . This will result in higher localization accuracy in the   
axis and a less localization accuracy in the   axis. 
By comparing the results of the smooth trajectories to the turbulent trajectories, we can 
notice that the error in    decreased from       in the smooth to       in the turbulent. 
This can be explained by the fact that for a turbulent trajectory, the aircraft’s rolling angle 
will have a relatively high average value during most of the flight time. This will lead to a 
less possibility of having the secondary beam instead of the primary pointing at the 
maximum RSS. Thus fewer values will be around      compared to the smooth 
trajectory. This is noticed clearly by comparing Figure ‎5.17 to Figure ‎5.25. Consequently 
the average error value decreased. 
By comparing the errors in    of the smooth trajectories to the turbulent trajectories, we 
can notice that the error in    increased from      in the smooth to    in the turbulent. In  
the turbulent trajectories the average rolling angle increases, and consequently the actual 
average    values will increase, which will result in a higher      on average. Thus, 
estimation errors will increase accordingly. In order to visualize this situation we must 
refer to the       contour plot in Figure ‎3.22. 
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Figure ‎5.24 Errors in estimating    (turbulent trajectory). 
 
Figure ‎5.25 Errors in estimating   (turbulent trajectory). 
5.6 Differential evolution 
5.6.1 Background 
Around 1996, Rainer Storn and Kenneth Price introduced the Differential Evolution as an 
optimization technique [50]. Kenneth suggested to use vector differences for perturbing 
the vector population during his work to solve a problem called Chebychev Polynomial 
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fitting problem. Then, both made several improvements, until the DE was successfully 
formulated and introduced in [51]. 
The differential evolution (DE) algorithm is an evolutionary optimization technique. It is 
characterized by its simplicity, robustness, fast convergence, and small number of control 
variables. 
DE requires a population of candidate solutions   , these solutions are grouped in what 
we call a generation of solutions   . Each solution    is a vector composed of a number 
of parameters that indicates the problem's dimensionality. In our case we only have two 
parameters in each vector        . 
   
  [       ] (‎5.22) 
    [  
     
     
       
        
 ] (‎5.23) 
Note that    is the number of solutions in each generation. The core of any evolutionary 
algorithm is the method of producing the offspring vectors (children vectors). In DE all 
individual solutions in a given generation are used to generate a trail solution. This is 
done by processing the solution through mutation, recombination, and selection 
operators. Then the best solution of the two compared is picked to be moved to the next 
generation as an offspring. The DE algorithm has been compared to the particle swarm 
algorithm in [52], where the author proved that DE is better in performance than the 
particle swarm. Keeping in mind that DE requires less number of objective function 
evaluations compared to particle swarm according to [53]. 
Figure ‎5.26 shows the flowchart of the main procedures for executing the DE algorithm. 
Each of the main blocks in the algorithm will be explained briefly. 
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Figure ‎5.26 differential evolution flow chart. 
a) Initialization 
As a preparation stage, there are a number of factors that should be specified before 
proceeding. 
 Fitness function:                 RSS value for the given solution 
 Problem dimensionality:        2           . 
 Problem constraints:              The limits defined for          
 Population size "NS":         20 
 Number of iterations:          5 
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 Mutation factor "F":  0.1 
 Cross over factor "CR":        0.9 
The first step is to generate the first generation. This is done by randomly choosing 10 
solutions in the search space. Equations (‎5.24) and (‎5.25) present the model used for this 
random selection process for both parameters. 
   
                                  [    ]     (‎5.24) 
   
                               [    ]     (‎5.25) 
Where      is a uniformly distributed random number whose value lies in the 
interval [   ]. 
b) Fitness evaluation 
Evaluating the fitness of each solution is done by conducting an RSS measurement for 
this        . Then all the fitness values will be used to compare between the solutions 
and choose the best one, which is the one with the maximum measured RSS value. 
c) Mutation 
This is considered as the first step towards creating a new generation of solutions from a 
previous generation. Each individual vector (solution) is mutated to produce another 
vector. This process can be performed using different mathematical models [51]. The 
model we used for this algorithm is  
   
        
        
     
   (‎5.26) 
Where   is the mutation factor,    
  is a randomly selected vector from the generation  , 
   
  is another randomly selected vector from the same generation  ,      
  is the best 
vector in the generation   (the one with the highest RSS value), and finally   
   is the 
mutant vector. 
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The mutation factor   takes a value between [0, 1]. The assigned value is usually 
achieved through trial and error. Note that as   approaches 0, the mutated vector will 
approach the original one and as   approaches 1, the mutated vector will be the most 
different from the original one. 
d) Crossover 
After mutation, the crossover process is performed to further perturb the trail solution in 
order to enhance the diversity of the generated population. In this process a crossover 
factor    is defined as a numerical value lying in the interval [   ]. This factor is 
assigned a value in the initialization stage and it retains this value throughout the 
algorithm execution. For each vector we already have two versions of it; the original 
vector   
  and the mutant vector   
  , a uniformly distributed random number      is 
generated with a value between 0 and 1. Then this random number is compared with the 
crossover factor. Each parameter in the vector is copied from either the original or the 
mutant vector to the new offspring vector according to this comparison. For each 
parameter in the trail vector, If (       ) then the parameter is taken from the mutant 
vector. And if (       ) the parameter is taken from the original vector. 
e) Selection 
After generating all the trail vectors, we compare each trail vector with its corresponding 
original vector and then choose the better one to be moved to the next generation. This 
selection process is performed according to the fitness function (the higher RSS value). 
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f) Stopping criteria 
For any newly produced generation, the global best solution is updated, also the stopping 
criteria is checked. Usually the stopping criterion is the maximum number of generations 
which is defined in the initialization stage. 
5.6.2 Simulation Results 
In this section the simulation results of the DE algorithm will be presented, and its 
performance after simulating 500 flight trajectories is evaluated. We will repeat it twice, 
one time for a smooth nearly straight flight trajectory and another for a turbulent flight 
trajectory with a lot of tight maneuvers. This is done to assess the algorithm performance 
in all flying circumstances. Notice that the TOC of the DE algorithm is fixed at       
by setting the population size to 20 and letting the populations evolve for only 5 
generations. Since one value consumes     [22], therefore               . 
5.6.2.1 Smooth trajectory Results 
In Figure ‎5.10 a top view of a smooth trajectory is shown which is the same as the one 
used to test the EP algorithm. One can observe that the trajectory is relatively smooth. 
We will use the same trajectory to assess the performance of the DE algorithm. 
Figure ‎5.27 shows the errors in the RSS values. This is the difference between the 
maximum achievable RSS and the RSS achieved by the DE algorithm. Notice that the 
average error value is        . In Figure ‎5.28 a histogram of the RSS error values are 
shown to provide the reader with the sense of how the values are distributed among the 
signal strength error scale. One can easily observe that the performance of the EP 
algorithm is better than the DE algorithm in the smooth trajectory. By comparing the 
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average RSS errors of the EP algorithm to the DE algorithm, we notice that it increased 
from         in the EP algorithm, to         in the DE algorithm which is almost 4 
times the value of the EP algorithm. This is due to the randomness nature of the DE 
algorithm. 
 
Figure ‎5.27 Errors in the RSS obtained by the DE algorithm through all the 500 trajectories. 
 
Figure ‎5.28 RSS errors histogram (smooth trajectory). 
In Figure ‎5.29 the errors in estimating the beam steering angle    are shown. Notice that 
the error values have an average value of      . In Figure ‎5.30 the error in estimating   
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is shown where the average value is    . This can be explained by referring to the 
antenna array chapter and recalling the fact that       is usually smaller than     . 
This will result in higher localization accuracy in the   axis and a less localization 
accuracy in the   axis.  
Notice that in Figure ‎5.30 the error pattern is scattered compared to those produce by the 
EP algorithm in Figure ‎5.17. This is due to the randomness nature of evolutionary 
algorithms. In other words each run will produce totally different results yet all the runs 
will maintain the same statistical characteristics. 
When we compare the DE algorithm to the EP algorithm in terms of estimation errors 
of   , we notice that the value for the EP was      and it increased for the DE to      . 
This is due to the randomness nature of the DE algorithm where each generation is 
produced randomly from its ancestor. Thus the trend in updating    values will not be 
necessarily improving, and that will produce large variance in the error values, which is 
the case in Figure ‎5.29. 
The average    errors for the EP were       compared to       for the DE. This 
reduction is due to the randomness nature of the DE algorithm. By observing the error 
trends in Figure ‎5.30 we can see that the values are not gathered around      as it was 
the case in Figure ‎5.17, instead they are disturbed and this is why the average    error 
value decreased in the DE algorithm compared to the EP algorithm. 
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Figure ‎5.29 Errors in estimating    (smooth trajectory). 
 
Figure ‎5.30 Errors in estimating   (smooth trajectory). 
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5.6.2.2 Turbulent trajectory Results 
In Figure ‎5.18 a top view of a turbulent trajectory is shown which is the same one used to 
test the EP algorithm. One can observe that the trajectory has a lot of tight turns. This 
trajectory will be used to assess the performance of the DE algorithm. 
Figure ‎5.31 shows the errors in the RSS. This is the difference between the maximum 
achievable RSS and the RSS achieved by the DE algorithm. Notice that the average error 
value is         compared to          from the EP algorithm. In Figure ‎5.32 a 
histogram of the RSS error values are showed to provide the reader with the sense of how 
the values are distributed among the signal strength error scale. One can easily observe 
that the performance of the EP algorithm is better than the DE algorithm in the turbulent 
trajectory by just comparing between Figure ‎5.21 and Figure ‎5.32, where the histogram 
of the DE shows higher error variance compared to the EP algorithm, indicating less 
accuracy in achieving the maximum RSS. 
 
Figure ‎5.31 Errors in the RSS obtained by the DE algorithm through all the 500 trajectories. 
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Figure ‎5.32 RSS errors histogram (turbulent trajectory). 
In Figure ‎5.33 the errors in estimating the beam steering angle    are shown. Notice that 
the error values have an average value of      . In Figure ‎5.34 the error in estimating   
is shown where the average value is      . This is explained by referring to the antenna 
array chapter and recalling the fact that       is usually smaller than     . This 
will result in higher localization accuracy in the   axis and a less localization accuracy in 
the   axis. 
Notice that in Figure ‎5.34 the error values are scattered compared to those produced by 
the EP algorithm in Figure ‎5.25 where the values are gathered around     . This is due to 
the randomness nature of evolutionary algorithms. In other words each run will produce 
totally different results yet all the runs will maintain the same statistical characteristics. 
The randomness nature of the DE algorithm is also the reason for getting almost the same 
performance with the turbulent (        ) compared to the smooth trajectory 
(        ). This is also the case for the EP algorithm where its average RSS error in the 
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smooth trajectory was         , and in the turbulent trajectory was         , but in 
the EP algorithm this observation is explained by the randomness of the trajectories used 
to simulate the algorithm. In other words, each time the algorithm is executed, the 
trajectory used is picked randomly from the 500 trajectories population. This will give a 
better statistical sense of the algorithm performance. 
 
Figure ‎5.33 Errors in estimating    (turbulent trajectory). 
 
Figure ‎5.34 Errors in estimating   (turbulent trajectory). 
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5.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter we showed simulation results for the proposed EP and the DE algorithm. 
This was done for two trajectories, a smooth trajectory with a nearly straight path, and a 
turbulent trajectory that has a lot of tight turns. Results are compared in Table ‎5.1. The 
EP Algorithm showed better results in terms of RSS beam miss-alignment errors. The 
average error in the EP algorithm was          and          for the smooth and the 
turbulent trajectories respectively. The average error in the DE algorithm was          
and          for the smooth and the turbulent trajectories respectively.  
The lower performance of the DE in terms of the average RSS error can be due to the fact 
that we have a dynamic search space where by the time we create a new generation in the 
DE algorithm, the global best would have changed its place; also the fitness function 
geometry in the search space would have changed. This can be resembled as a predator 
chasing its prey and trying to catch it but the prey is faster than the predator, therefore it 
will never be able to catch it unless by a random chance. 
Both Algorithms (EP and DE) don’t provide accurate estimations for the steering angles, 
where in the EP algorithm the average estimation error in    and    for the smooth 
trajectory was      and       respectively. In the DE algorithm the average estimation 
error in    and    for the smooth trajectory was       and       respectively. These 
errors don’t have any significance in the system performance, because we are only 
interested to maximize the RSS. This is achieved because the beam is relatively wide, 
which preserve the system performance even with errors in the steering angles as long as 
the actual maximum RSS falls inside the footprint of the beam. 
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Table ‎5.1 Simulation results comparison. 
 Average error Time of Convergence 
Trajectory 
Type 
Smooth Turbulent Smooth Turbulent 
EP                                 
DE                                 
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6 Chapter 6: Tracking Routine 
In this chapter we will discuss the tracking routine employed to keep the antenna beam 
steered towards the maximum RSS as the UAV moves. This routine depends on 
collecting RSS readings as well. Thus the XBee module [22] must be set to work in the 
receiving mode. Since our final goal is to improve the communication link which will 
carry the data from the UAV to the ground station, therefore most of the time the XBee 
module will work as a transmitter. During the execution of the EP algorithm, no data will 
be allowed to be transmitted to the ground station from the UAV, and that is why we 
needed to look into the TOC of the EP algorithm and make sure to minimize it as much 
as possible. 
The XBee module [22] supports a number of communications protocols which include 
the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol [54]. The module specification sheet [22] clearly states that 
reliable packet delivery is based on Retries/Acknowledgements schemes. This will enable 
us to easily pause the transmission until we execute the EP algorithm which will take 
nearly      , then proceed with the data packets transmission. 
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Figure ‎6.1 Tracking routine flow chart 
In Figure ‎6.1 the flow chart of the tracking routine is shown. It is very simple to execute 
on a hardware platform because it only requires an independent timer which is available 
on almost any off the shelf microcontroller. The EP algorithm will produce the estimates 
of         and then they will be accounted as the beam direction while we are 
transmitting the data packets, yet we must keep in mind that the UAV is constantly in 
motion which will make these estimates outdated in a very short period of time. We 
wanted to assess how long it will take until the estimates become far from the actual 
values and cause signal degradation due to beam misalignment. This is done via 
simulations where we executed the EP algorithm then we kept measuring the RSS at the 
same estimated         values as the aircraft moves until we recorded a      
degradation from the maximum achievable RSS, then we recorded the time passed till we 
observed this event. This time period is called time of degradation (TOD). In other words 
TOD is the time period after which the estimated beam steering angles         will be 
far from the actual values such that they cause a signal degradation of     . The TOD 
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will be the time limit after which another EP search session will be conducted to update 
the estimates of the beam steering angles        . 
A simulation to evaluate the TOD has been performed using the same two trajectories 
used for testing the EP and the DE algorithms. They are the smooth and the turbulent 
trajectories. Accordingly, another simulation was performed to test the tracking abilities 
of this routine. The results are shown in section ‎6.1. 
6.1 Simulation Results 
In this section we will present the simulation results for the TOD evaluations for 14 
different trajectories. This was done two times, one for the smooth trajectory shown in 
Figure ‎5.10, and the other for the turbulent trajectory shown in Figure ‎5.18. It is worth 
mentioning that to perform this simulation we needed a trajectory fragment of long 
duration. The ones we used for the search algorithms testing were 3 seconds long while 
the ones we needed here were 120 seconds. This is the reason for the reduced number of 
trajectory fragments investigated (14 instead of 500). 
In Figure ‎6.2 the TOD for the smooth trajectory is shown. The average value is 45.5 
seconds. This is considered very good, because it means we can keep the XBee module in 
the transmitting mode for 45.5 seconds before needing to update the estimates 
of        . Thus the data throughput will not be much affected. Even if we choose the 
worst case (     ) the time duration is considered good for transmission. 
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Figure ‎6.2 TOD evaluation for 14 different trajectories (smooth). 
In Figure ‎6.3 the TOD for the turbulent trajectory is shown. The average value is 10.7 
seconds. This is almost one fourth of the value for the smooth trajectory. This can be 
easily explained by the fact that in the turbulent trajectory, the aircraft changes its attitude 
very often causing faster changes in the actual         values. Thus the estimates will 
not last very long and the will need to be updated sooner. The worst case TOD is   
seconds. 
 
Figure ‎6.3 TOD evaluation for 14 different trajectories (turbulent). 
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In Figure ‎6.4, the tracking results of the smooth trajectory are shown. These results were 
obtained using a TOD limit of 10 seconds. In other words every 10 seconds a new EP 
search session is conducted to update        . Keep in mind that this is done for a 
trajectory that doesn’t have any sudden maneuvers. Thus the 10 seconds period gives 
reasonable tracking and will not affect the data throughput significantly. In other words 
the data transmission will be interrupted every 10 seconds to conduct the EP search 
session which takes around      . 
 
Figure ‎6.4 Tracking maximum RSS, (smooth trajectory,        ). 
In Figure ‎6.5 the tracking results for the turbulent trajectory are shown for a TOD limit of 
10 seconds. Since this trajectory has a lot of sudden un expected maneuvers, therefore the 
track can be lost easily within a period of 10 seconds. Thus to improve the tracking we 
need to reduce the TOD limit. 
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Figure ‎6.5 Tracking maximum RSS, (turbulent trajectory,        ). 
In Figure ‎6.6 the same turbulent trajectory was used, but the TOD limit was reduced to 5 
seconds. Notice that the accuracy is improved because we now update our estimates 
every 5 seconds only instead of 10 seconds. Keep in mind that there is still some points at 
which the tracking routine fails to track the maximum RSS. 
 
Figure ‎6.6 Tracking maximum RSS, (turbulent trajectory,       ). 
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In Figure ‎6.7 the same turbulent trajectory was used, but even more reduction in the TOD 
limit. It value now is only 3 seconds. One can easily see that the tracking accuracy has 
improved where now there is no significant signal degradation. But keep in mind that 
reducing the TOD limit to 3 seconds will accordingly reduce the data throughput, because 
in this case there are more interruptions in the transmission. 
 
Figure ‎6.7 Tracking maximum RSS, (turbulent trajectory,       ). 
6.2 Conclusions 
In this chapter we presented the tracking routine used to keep the beam steered towards 
the maximum RSS as the flying vehicle move around. For a smooth flight trajectory the 
tracking routine will not interrupt the data transmission frequently, where a successful 
tracking case was achieved with        . Thus good throughput is achievable. For a 
turbulent flight trajectory the tracking routine gave a successful tracking case 
with       . This will require frequent data transmission interruptions to realign the 
antenna beam with the maximum RSS, Thus data throughput will be reduced.  
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7 Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future work 
In this chapter we will present our general thesis conclusions. Our vision for possible 
future work is also discussed in order to lay the ground for any possible improvements in 
the future. 
7.1 Thesis Conclusions 
In this work we presented an integrated algorithm that consists of a search algorithm that 
identifies the direction of the maximum received signal strength under the wing structure 
of a flying UAV, a tracking routine, a beam steering algorithm, and the design of a planar 
antenna array for communication link enhancement of the flying UAV. 
A planar patch antenna array that is to be embedded inside the wing structure of a mini-
UAV is designed and fabricated. Two array configurations were explored, one with 14 
elements (   ) and the other with 12 elements (   ). Both arrays were characterized 
in terms of radiation pattern, HPBW and pointing gain versus all possible steering angles 
(     ). 
Scattering parameters were measured to quantify the resonant frequency and the isolation 
between adjacent elements. The antenna array resonated at          with minimum 
       bandwidth of       and the adjacent elements coupling did not 
exceed      . 
A virtual aircraft trajectory was generated using two methods. The randomly generated 
trajectory and a flight simulator based trajectory. A feasibility test was conducted for both 
trajectories using a dynamic model to prove that the generated trajectory is valid for 
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UAVs. The randomly generated trajectory failed the feasibility test while the flight 
simulator based trajectory passed the feasibility test. Thus it was used in our proposed 
searching and tracking algorithm. 
The elliptical Peeking (EP) algorithm has been proposed and tested extensively for a 
smooth flight trajectory as well as a turbulent one. It showed good performance where it 
was able to find the maximum RSS within       on average. The EP algorithm was 
compared to the differential evolution (DE) algorithm in order to benchmark the 
performance of the proposed algorithm (EP). The EP Algorithm showed better results in 
terms of RSS beam miss-alignment errors. The average error in the EP algorithm was 
         and          for the smooth and the turbulent trajectory respectively. The 
average error in the DE algorithm was          and          for the smooth and the 
turbulent trajectory respectively. 
The tracking routine was integrated with search algorithm and tested. It showed 
acceptable performance in the turbulent trajectory, but it showed better performance in 
the smooth trajectory. Data transmission was interrupted every 10 seconds in the smooth 
trajectory to re-align the beam, while for the turbulent trajectory data transmission was 
interrupted every 3 seconds, this will decrease the overall data throughput. 
7.2 Future work 
Some future work that can be built upon the results in this thesis: 
1. The system can be modified in order to be used for navigation and localization, by 
increasing the size of the antenna array. Thus a narrower beam can be obtained. 
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This will cause more delay in the EP algorithm, and the system complexity will 
increase, but we will achieve much better accuracies in the steering angles. 
2. Optimizing reduction factors (         ) in the EP algorithm for the best 
performance, by using a well-known optimization method instead of settling with 
values obtained from trial and error. 
3. For the tracking routine, we need to assess the performance in terms of data 
throughput. This can be achieved by calculating the time slots allowed for 
transmission in each trajectory type and accordingly relate it to the amount of 
throughput achievable within these time slots. To do that we will need to study 
the communication protocol [54] used by the XBee module [22]. 
4. Downloading the EP algorithm on a hardware platform in order to assess its 
execution time and memory demands is another important addition. 
5. Field testing of the system using the mini-Telemaster [23] UAV equipped with 
the fabricated antenna array and the XBee module [22] is essential to test the 
algorithm performance in a real time environment with hardware implementation. 
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8 Appendix (A) 
This appendix presents a tutorial to show the main steps when using FlightGear [37] to 
simulate an aircraft flight and record the flight log in order to be used for trajectory 
extraction and further processing. 
It is recommended to use a very good graphics card for running FlightGear. After 
downloading the flight gear source and setting up the software, open the simulator and 
you will find the aircraft selection menu shown in Figure ‎8.1. In this menu you can select 
the aircraft which you will fly. From my own experience the easiest one for beginners is 
the dragonfly. Then after getting some flying skills you can move to a more advanced 
aircraft such as the Cessna 172. 
 
Figure ‎8.1 FlightGear aircraft selection menu. 
After selecting your aircraft, select the airport from which you will take off. In Figure ‎8.2 
the airport selection menu is shown. 
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Figure ‎8.2 FlightGear airport selection menu 
The final step before loading the simulation environment is setting the simulation settings 
in the wizard shown in Figure ‎8.3. This wizard allows you to set the resolution, the time 
of the day, the graphical objects and also you can control some advanced features by 
clicking the advanced button in the lower right corner. 
 
Figure ‎8.3 FlightGear simulation settings. 
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After hitting the run button, the simulator will start loading and you will see the screen in 
Figure ‎8.4. 
 
Figure ‎8.4 FlightGear loading screen. 
Once the loading is finished, the simulator will open the environment showing the aircraft 
such as the screen in Figure ‎8.5. 
 
Figure ‎8.5 FlightGear simulation environment loaded. 
The flight logging process must be set now by going to the Debug menu, then hitting the 
Logging item within the menu. 
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Figure ‎8.6 FlightGear Logging Procedures. 
Once clicked, the logging window will appear. Set it exactly as it appears in Figure ‎8.7. 
This way you will log 7 parameters, the longitude, latitude, altitude, roll, pitch, heading 
(yaw), and the air speed. More parameters can be logged by just writing their 
corresponding command in this wizard. 
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Figure ‎8.7 FlightGear Logging wizard 
Then hit ok and start flying your aircraft. Once you exit FlightGear, the file will be 
automatically saved in the destined location in a “.csv” format.  
 
Figure ‎8.8 FlightGear take off position. 
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Note that you will take a while before being able to successfully fly and land the aircraft, 
because let’s not forget that this is a flight simulator that can be used to train real pilots. 
Also keep in mind that each aircraft has its own properties which determine its take off 
velocity, its stalling speed, .etc. Thus a separate training must be conducted for each 
aircraft, but off course the basics are common for all aircrafts. 
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9 Appendix (B) 
The virtual trajectory samples generated from the virtual trajectory generator are referred 
to an inertial frame centered at the ground station. To be able to view the situation from 
the vehicle's point of view, a new frame of reference will be considered which will be 
centered at the vehicles center of mass. All the trajectory samples will be transformed 
from the ground station centered frame to the vehicle centered frame. This transformation 
will be conducted upon all the six sample variables (              ). 
Figure ‎3.1 shows the UAV centered frame of reference, where the x-axis is directed along 
the vehicle's fuselage and pointing to its heading. The y-axis is along its wings and 
pointing for the right wing. The z-axis is accordingly pointing downwards. This reference 
frame is aligned this way to match the same reference frame used by [30] in calculating 
the radiation pattern of a planar array. This will simplify calculations when it comes to 
simulating the whole system. 
The new coordinates will be denoted by a subscript    , which is short for "ground 
transmitter". A total of six sample variables are required to be transformed. The 
transformation will start by rotating the frame by the three attitude angles and then 
introduces three translational vectors. Finally, three position coordinates will be obtained 
for the ground transmitter at each trajectory sample. In other word we will have a 
trajectory for the ground station motion as seen from the flying vehicle. Keep in mind 
that the ground station has a fixed position on the ground and it is not mobile. 
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 Translation 
The translation of the 3 position variables is much simpler and easier than the rotation 
variables. All what needs to be done is to relate the axes in Figure ‎9.1 (a) to 
             in the       directions respectively. This gives equations (‎9.1), (‎9.2), and 
(‎9.3). 
        (‎9.1) 
        (‎9.2) 
        (‎9.3) 
Therefore, by inverting the signs of              we would have accounted for the 
position transformation required. 
 Rotation 
Rotating a Cartesian frame can be performed by applying the rotation matrix 
corresponding to the rotated axis. The three rotation matrices have to be created. Then we 
will apply them to rotate the original frame until it coincides with the new frame. 
Figure ‎9.1 shows the rotation action that is considered as a priory step before applying the 
attitude rotations. 
For the rotation matrices stated in equations (‎9.4), (‎9.5), and (‎9.6), each of these basic 
vector rotations is assumed to appear in two conditions:  
1- In a counter-clockwise direction when the axis around which they occur is 
pointing towards the observer.  
2- The coordinate system is right-handed. 
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      [
   
              
             
] (‎9.4) 
 
      [
              
   
             
] (‎9.5) 
 
      [
              
             
   
] (‎9.6) 
 
Figure ‎9.1 Rotation actions where (a) is the original frame, (b) is the rotation of (a) by 180˚ around X-axis. 
In Figure ‎9.1 the frame is rotated by      around the x-axis. By substituting in equation 
(‎9.4) we can resemble this rotation by the matrix given by equation (‎9.7). 
 
         [
   
    
    
] (‎9.7) 
Now we will consider the     angle of the vehicle, where as it was defined earlier, it is 
the angle measured from the     x-axis of the original frame to the vehicle's heading 
which is along the     x-axis of the new frame. Therefore the     is a rotation around 
the z-axis with the value      because as we rotate, the direction of rotation is not 
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counter-clockwise as proposed by the assumption used to construct the three rotation 
matrices given by equations (‎9.4), (‎9.5), and (‎9.6). 
 
         [
                 
                  
   
] (‎9.8) 
   
 
Figure ‎9.2 Graphical illustration for the attitude angles (roll, pitch and yaw) [55] 
For the rolling angle   defined by Figure ‎9.2 the direction of rotation is counter-
clockwise when the x-axis is pointing towards the observer. This definition coincides 
with the assumption of the given rotation matrices. Therefore the rolling angle will be 
used as it is to substitute in equation (‎9.4) which will give us equation (‎9.9). 
 
      [
   
              
             
] (‎9.9) 
Finally for the pitch angle   defined by Figure ‎9.2 which is a rotation around the y-axis, 
its definition also matches our rotation matrices assumption. Therefore it will be used as 
it is to substitute in equation (‎9.5) which gives us equation (‎9.10). 
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      [
              
   
             
] (‎9.10) 
In order to deduce the final rotation matrix which will include all the above rotation 
actions we should multiply the matrices given by equations (‎9.7), (‎9.8), (‎9.9), and (‎9.10) 
together. This multiplication is stated in equation (‎9.11) which shows the relation 
between the original and the new frame. 
 [      ]  [         ]  [                             ] (‎9.11) 
By working out equation (‎9.11) we get 
 [      ]  [         ]  [  ]    (‎9.12) 
Where [  ]    is the transformation matrix given by equation (‎9.12) 
 [  ]   
 *
                                                                           
                                                                            
                                 
+ 
(‎9.13) 
Where   is the    ,   is the     , and   is the      . 
Finally we can re-write the relations between the two frames using the transformation 
matrix stated in equation (‎9.13). These relations are given in equations (‎9.14), (‎9.15), and 
(‎9.16) for the           coordinates. 
 
                            
                                        
(‎9.14) 
                                        (‎9.15) 
 
                            
                                        
(‎9.16) 
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This concludes the coordinate transformation from the ground transmitter centered frame 
to the UAV centered frame. 
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